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LOK SABHA

Saturday, 15th May, 1954
The Lok Sabha met at a Quarter Past 

Eight of the Clock.

[M r. D eputy -S peaker in the Chair]

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(N • Q'̂ iesiio'̂ s: Fart I not published)

MOTION RE: INTERNATIONAL 
SITUATION

The Prime Minister and Minister of
External Affairs and Defence iShri
Jawaharlal Nclira): I beg to move:

“That the present International 
, situation and the policy of the 

Government of India in relation 
thereto be taken into considera
tion.”

About four months ago, in January 
last, this House had a debate on foreign
affairs. Since then, many developments 
have taken place and from time to time 
I have come to this House and made 
statements in regard to those develop
ments, or sometimes in answer to ques
tions, placed before the House o\ir 
viewpoint and the facts as they were 
developing. The House is, therefore, 
well aware of these developments.

I shall deal this morning with some 
of the more important ones. To begin 
with, I would remind the House that 
at the present moment, since yester
day, our representatives are discussing 
with the French Grovernment in Paris 
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the future of the French establishments 
in India. Now, our viewpoint in regard 
to those French establishments is very
well known. We have gladly accept
ed the invitation of the French Gov
ernment to send our representatives to
Paris with a view to negotiations about 
the future of these establishments, and 
I would not like to say very much 
more at this stage about them, except 
this, as is well known, that the recent 
developments in Pondicherry and round 
about there are rather remarkable; 
they have been completely spontaneous 
and quite extraordinarily, unanimous. 
In fact, not only the Central Assembly 
there, but every commune in Pondi
cherry, Karaikal and Mahe diecided 
unanimously for a merger with India 
without any refereAdum or the like. 
We have not in any sense intervened 
or participated; we had to take certain 
steps to avoid conflicts in Indian terri
tory and, therefore, we decided—and 
we informed the French authorities in 
Pondicherry— t̂hat we could not allow 
armed police or any other armed 
French forces to pass through Indian
territory from one part of those 
establishments to another, in case 
Indian territory intervened. As a 
result of this popular and spontaneous 
movement, roughly one-fifth of those 
French establishments are under some 
kind of pt^pular control, and/in the rest
too, there are strong movements. We 
had no desire to interfere in t^is matter
unilaterally as we thougiiitj* that the 
best settlement would be the peaceful 
s«-ttlement after negotiaiion with the
French Government. Therefore, we are 
now negotiating with them and I hope 
that these negotiations will lead to 
satisfactory results. I might add that 
with a view to creating as good an at-
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mosphere as possible for these negotia
tions and to show our own goodwill, 
while firmly adhering to our position, 
we have decided that we may, in cer
tain matters, relax certain steps that 
we had taken; that is to say, in regard 
to permits, we allowed the permits a 
little more; in regard to this great lack 
of petrol, we allow a little more petrol 
and in regard to some parcels, etc., 
W'hich h^ve been held up, we may 
allow them to go. But we hope that 
the French Government, on their side, 
will also show by their attitude in 
those settlements that they are 
desirous of promoting a peaceful 
settlement.

The next thing, an event—and a very 
important event—that I would like to 
draw the attention of the House to. is 
the agreement between India and 
China in regard to Tibet. That agree
ment deals with a large number of 
problems, each one of them perhaps 
not very important in itself but im
portant from the point of view of our 
trade, our pilgrim traffic, our trade 
i>osts, our communications there, and 
the rest. Xt took a considerable time 
to arrive at this agreement not because 
Of any major conflict or difficulty but 
because the number of small points 
were so many and had to be discussed 
in detail. The major thing about this 
agreement to which I would like again 
to draw the attention of the House 
is the preamble to that agreement. I 
shall read that preamble. It states:

The principles and considerations 
which govern our mutual relations and 
the approach of the two countries xo 
€ach other are as follows:

(i) Mutual respect for each other’s 
territorial integrity and 
sovereignty;

(ii) mutual non-aggression;
(iii) mutual non-interference in 

each other’s internal affairs;
(iv) equality and mutual benefit;

 ̂ and
(v) peaceful eo-exiistence.

These principles not only indicate the 
policy that we pursue in regard to these 
matters not only with China but with 
any neigl>bour country, or. for the 
matter of that, any other country, but 
it is also a statement of wholesome 
principles, and I imagine that if these 
principles were adopted in the relations 
of various countries with each other, 
a great deal of the trouble of the pre
sent day world would probably dis
appear. It is a matter of importance 
to us, of course, as well as. I am sure, 
to China that these two countries, which 
have now almost about 1800 miles of 
frontier, should live in terms of peace 
and friendliness and should respect eacfti 
other’s sovereignty and integrity, should 
agree not to interfere with each other 
in any way and, in fact, though not it 
is formally stated as such, but practi
cally speaking, not committing aggres
sion on each other. By this agree
ment, we ensure to a very large extent 
peace in a certain area of Asia. I 
would earnestly wish that this area of 
peace could be spread over the 
rest of Asia and indeed over the i:ist 
of the world.

There has been a great deal of talk 
of collective security, sometimes of 
preparations for collective war or col
lective war-preparedness. Collective, 
security, good as it is and essential to 
aim at, assumes the garb rather of pre
paration for collective war. I submit 
that it would be a healthy approach 
to this problem if it was that of col
lective peace. Therefore, when we have  ̂
talked sometimes of an area of peact 
in Asia especially, it has been in this 
context of collective peace, with no 
element of aggression against any coun
try and with an idea of not only help
ing in the preservation of the peace of 
the world but, in any event, preserving 
peace in that area. Therefore, I should 
like the House to consider these wider 
implications of this agreement between 

' India and China.

So far as Tibet is concerned, it is a 
recognition of the existing situation 
there. In fact, that situation had been 
recognised by us two or three years
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ago. Some criticism has been made 
tjaat this is a recognition of Chinese 
sovereignty over Tibet. Apart from 
that fact, I am not aware of any time 
during the last few hundred years 
-when Chinese sovereignty or if you like 
suzerainty was challenged by any out
side country and all during this period 
whether China was weak or strong and 
-whatever the Government of China 
was, China always maintained this 
•claim to the sovereignty over Tibet. 
It is true that occasionally when China 
-was weak, this sovereignty was not 
•exercised in any large measure. When 
China was strong, it was exercised. 
Always there was a large measure of 
autonomy of Tibet, so that there was 
no great change in the theoretical ap
proach to the Tibetan problem from 
the Chinese side. It has been through
out the last 200 or 300 years the same. 
The only country that had more inti
mate relations with Tibet was India, 
that is to say, British India in those 
days. Even then, when it was British 
policy to have some measure *̂ f in
fluence over Tibet, even then they 
never denied the fact of Chinese 
sovereignty over Tibet, although in 

practice it rvas hardly exercised and 
they laid stress on Tibetan autonomy. 
Hecent events made some other 
changes, factual changes because a 
•strong Chinese State was against the 
practical evidence of exercising that 
sovereignty. So that what we have 
Hdone in this agreement is not to 
Tecofinise any new thing, but merely 
to repeat what we have said previous
ly, and what, in fact, inevitably follows 
Irom the circumstances, both historical 
:and practical today. The real import
ance. I repeat, of this agreement is 
because of its wider implications in re- 
“gard to non-aggressioni recognition of 
-each other’s territorial integrity and 
-sovereignty and non-interference v/ith 
each other, external, internal or any 
other like interference. The House wiU 
remember that the Prime Minister of 
China. Mr. Chou En-L.ai sent a message 
to me on the conclusion of this agree
ment. a friendly cordial message which 
I heartily reciprocated.

At the present moment, there is going 
on in Geneva a very important Con

ference, chiefly concerned with the 
Korean problem and with Indo-China 
From day to day we see messages 
about various proposals made on either 
side and sometimes the two approaches 
seem to be diametrically opposite. And 
yet, the mere fact, first of all, of this. 
Conference meeting in Geneva is im
portant. That is why on the last oc
casion when I spoke after the Berlin 
Conference I laid stress on the im
portance of the coming Geneva Confer
ence. Also at that time, I made a sug
gestion that there might be a cease
fire in Indo-China. That suggestion 
was welcomed in many quarters, but 
nothing we done about it; at any rate, 
it produced no effect. Looking back 
over these few months, a feeling of 
regret comes that perhaps if a cease 
fire had been thought of in more urgent 
terms at that time much suffering and 
killing would have been avoided and 
the position that is being faced today 
would have been infinitely easier and 
better. and the tragic and heroic 
episode of Dien Bien Phu might have 
been very different.

Anyhow, the House will see that to
day what we said at that time and 
what others said too, that is, about, 
cease fire, has become one of the 
urgent matters of consideration for the 
Geneva Conference. Everybody agrees 
now that there must be a cease-fire, 
and the question is only how it is to 
be brought about. Right at the begin
ning there were some procedural dilfl- 
culties in Geneva, but they were settl
ed satisfactorily. That was a good aud 
auspicious beginning, because we must 
remember that the countries meeting 
there are full of strong feelings against 
each other. They do not want to give 
in to the other party in the slightest, 
in argument or otherwise. And, there
fore, this procedural beginning which 
was settled so satisfactorily was a 
good omen.

In Geneva today the question of war 
and peace,— ŵorld war and peace,— 
hangs in the balance. I do not mean 
to say that war will suddenly descend 
upon us: not that, I do not think it
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will. Nevertheless, whether as a result 
of the Geneva Conference many steps 
lorward are taken towards peace, or 
the present stalemate continues or 
worsens, is important. It is important 
for all the countries of the world and 
it is natural that the Great Powers are 
deeply interested in this matter. But 
let it be remembered that both these 
major questions that are bein? con
sidered in Geneva, that is, Korea and 
Indo-China, are Asian questions. Both 
the countries are in Asia, and whether 
we are small Powers or great, whether 
we have great military or other 
potential or not, naturally as countries 
of Asia We are intimately concerned 
with what happens in Korea and Indo
China. Indeed, we are even more 
intimately concerned—if I may say so 
—because of our geographical proximity 
with Indo-China. It has been the mis
fortune of Asia during the past some 
hundreds of years, not only to have 
colonial regimes, but to be often the 
theatre of war for others and by others. 
Therefore, if we wish that this busi
ness of warfare in Asia should cease, 
and more especially the business of 
others carrying on warfare for their 
own purposes in Asia should cease, it 
is not an illegitimate desire on cur 
part. As I said on a previous occasion, 
peace for us, countries of Asia, who 
have newly emerged into freedom is 
not merely a pious hope, but an emer
gent necessity. In a sense the fate of 
Asia depends a good deal on what 
happens in Indo-China or Korea.

Now, recently I attended a Con
ference of five South-East Asian Prime 
Ministers at Colombo and long reports 
have appeared about this Conference 
and a statement too which the five 
Prime Ministers agreed to then. This 
Conference was not a formal con
ference, with a formal agenda and 
formal resolutions at the end of it. 
Such conferences are normally held on 
an informal basis; more so, this con
ference, which was the first of its kind. 
And I think, this fact has to be remem
bered—that of the uniqueness j f  this 
Conference. It was for the first time.

in a sense, in history, that representa
tives, the Prime Ministers, of these five 
countries met together to discuss com
mon problems. Quite inevitably, there 
were jpomewhat different approaches 
to some of the problems and different 
suggestions were made in regard to 
them. Yet, the remarkable thing is 
that in spite of those different ap
proaches, in spite of, sometimes, in the 
case of some countries certain entangle
ments, which kept them back, neverthe
less, we had the statement, this unani
mous statement issued by those Pve 
countries referring to a wide field of 
public affairs, more especially concern
ing Asia. It shows that sometinies, 
whatever differences there may be 
between us, the countries of Asia, there 
is a vast common ground in regard tO 
which We think alike, and that is an 
important factor.

Now, in this Colombo Conference 
many questions were discussed. I 
should like to read out—if I may—a 
part of the joint statement issued 
after the Colombo Conference. It has, 
of course, been published in the Press 
and hon. Members know it. Neverthe
less, I should like to draw the atten
tion of hoh. Members again to this.

“The Prime Ministers reviewed 
the situation in respect of Indo
China where a long and tragic war 
threatens the establishment of the 
freedom and independence of the 
people of Indo-China as well as 
the security and peace of Asia and* 
of the world as a whole. They wel
come the earnest attempts beinĝ  
made at Geneva to find a solution 
to the problem of Indo-China by 
negotiations, and hope that the 
deliberations of the Geneva Con
ference would bring about a 
speedy termination of the conflict 
and restoration of peace in Indo
China. They consider that the* 
solution of the problem of Indo
China required agreement and a 
cease-fire should be reached with
out delay. The Prime Ministers 
felt that the solution of the prob
lem required direct negotiatioos
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between ̂ the parties principally con
cerned, namely, France, the three 
Associated States of Indo-China 
And Viet Minh as well as other 
parties invited by agreement. The 
success of such direct negotiations 
will be greatly helped by an agree
ment on the part of the countries 
concerned, particularly, China, the 
United Kingdom, the United 
States of America and the Soviet 
Union, on the steps necessary to 
prevent a recurrence and resump
tion of hostilities. The Prime 
Ministers contemplated that this 
negotiating group would report to 
the Geneva Conference the final 

.decision. They propose that 
France should declare at the 
Geneva Conference that she is ir
revocably committed to the com
plete independence of Indo-China.
In order that the good offices and 
the machinery of the United 

Nations might be utilised for the 
furtherance of the proposals of the 
-Geneva Conference and imple
mentation of the decisions on Indo
China, the Prime Ministers were of 
the opinion that the Conference 
should keep the United Nations in
formed of the progress of its deli
berations on Indo-China.”
This is more or less a summary of 

*what we have decided. It said some
thing—the House will remember—
about colonialism and racialism, about 
non-interference by other countries. It 
has expressed its opinion strongly 
about any interference—external or
internal, communist or anti-comnwnist, 
in fact any type of interference in our 
countries. That of course, has been 
-the poUcy or the feeling of most coun
tries; no country likes interference of 

 ̂ any type. Therefore, it was as well 
that this fact was clearly stated. With
out meaning any disrespect to the great 
countries of the world, I would like to 
point out the fact that is well known, 
that we have today not only two great 
groups hostUe to each other, but what 
may be called, two crusading spirits 
trying to undermine each other. It 
is, I may use the word, a kind of 
JDharm Yudh ( ) going on

between the two. [An Hon. Member: 
Adharma Yvdh ( 3 f ^  ^)]w hatever the 
virtues of the Dharm Yttdh ( ^ ^ 5 ) 
might be, somehow other countries 
unfortunately get entangled, and are 
bound to get entangled if matters go 
worse. It has been our desire, both 
for ourselves as well as for the sake 
of the world because of the wider as
pect of the problem, to keep apart from 
this conflict. Therefore, this declara
tion is of great importance. The House 
will see that this declaration fits in 
exactly with the preamble to the Indo
China Agreement that I read a little 
while ago. In that agreement, therefore, 
we had in mind more or less the same 
approach of non-interference as we 
have mentioned in this Ceylon state
ment.

In this statement also, the Colombo 
statement, there is reference to Tunisia 
and Morocco. Why, it may be asked, 
were Tunisia and Morocco specially 
mentioned, when there are many other 
areas of colonial control. You can 
hardly make a list of them. But the 
fact of the matter is that Tunisia and 
Morocco are not colonies in the real 
sense of the word. They are both, or 
they are both supposed to be, sovereign 
countries in alliance. In effect, it is 
perfectly true that their sovereignty is 
non-existent and has been gradually 
pushed aside and colonial conditions 
have been produced there. But in law 
and in fact the position in Tunisia and 
Morocco is different from the normal 
colony. ActuaUy the conditions are 
much the same. But this was one of 
the reasons why we wanted to mention 
Tunisia and Morocco separately, be
cause colonies included all colonial 
territories, and these two places were 
not directly colonies in that sense.

One thing else we mentioned in the 
statement, about the possibility of 
having an Asian-African Conference. 
This was a proposal made by the Prime 
Minister of Indonesia. We all of us' 
welcomed that proposal. There are 
some obvious difficulties in organising 
such a conference. And the Prime 
Minister of Indonesia undertook t© 
explore this matter and to consult with
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the other Governments concerned 
about it later.

Another matter in which we were 
deeply interested was the economic 
problem of South Asia. We were hard
ly in a position there to discuss this 
with any detail, because one wanted 
experts and others. Also, we had 
exhausted the time at our disposal in 
discussing other matters. But certain 
proposals were made by several coun
tries; and those proposals, it was sug
gested and agreed to, should be circu
lated to all the CJovemments concerned 
with a view to our corresponding about 
these and, if necessary, meeting to dis
cuss these either at a technical level 
or any other level. Because, it was 
considered important that in economic 
matters as well as in cultural matters 
these countries of South East Asia 
should come closer together.

Just previous to going to the Colombo 
Conference I made six proposals in 
this House. It was not my intention 
to push those proposals exactly as they 
were at this Conference at Colombo. I 
naturally wanted the general back
ground and approach of those proposals 
to be appreciated and accepted by the 
Prime Ministers present there, but not 
everything, word for word, as I had 
stated here. And so I placed these 
proposals in their general outline. 
There was much discussion about them, 
and as a result I have already read 
out to you what we unanimously agreed 
to. Now, much has been said about 
this matter; about disagreement over 
these questions. Of course, they were 
different approaches, but the fact is, I 
would like the House to read the 
Colombo decisions and read the six 
proposals in regard to Indo-China and 
see how much similarity there is in 
that approach. The basic approach that 
I made in those proposals was, cease
fire, direct negotiations and non-inter
vention. These were the three basic 
things. Now, in the Ceylon statement, 
cease-fire has been given prominence, 
direct negotiation has been given pro
minence, but the word ‘non-interven
tion’ does not appear. But, what ap
pears in its place? It is said ti:iat the

s;uccess of direct negotiatibn will be 
greatly helped by an agreement on the- 
part of all countries concerned, parti
cularly, China, U.K., U.S.A., and
U.S.S.R., on the steps necessary to pre
vent a recurrence and resumption of 
hostilities Now, if they came to an 
agreement on the steps necessary to- 
prevent a recurrence and resumption o f  
hostilities, it inevitably means non
intervention Or ‘non-aid’. It has got 
that meaning. In fact, non-intervention, 
as such was in a sense negative. This 
is a positive approach to the problem 
including that negative approach of 
non-intervention, so that, if I may say 
so, the way the Colombo Conference 
has put it is a much better v/ay than I 
had put it previously.

The real question where you con
sider Korea or Indo-China is the ques
tion of how far we can get a negotiated! 
settlement, or of how far these coun
tries are going to try to impose a set-̂  
tlement. Imposition is hardly a settle
ment still. But, now one thing is quite 
clear. It is this: that the various 
forces and powers are so matched that 
it is not possible for either group of 
powers to impose any settlement ott 
the other wholly against the will of 
the other ore. One can of course in
cline the settlement this way or that 
way. It depends on the desire for set
tlement. It depends on the strength 
behind one. But, in the final analysis 
there can be no imposition quite apart 
from the merits of the question. We 
have seen even in Korea the war drag
ging on for three years and ending in 
a stalemate, not in the victory of the 
one or the other and a desire for set
tlement naturally came after that three 
years of warfare on both sides. Now» 
if after that stalemate they speak—and 
I regret to say that both sides are in 
the habit of speaking that way—as i f  
they have won a great victory; if either 
side wants to function as if it was 
victorious, well, the facts belie that 
position. It was a stalemate and if we 
are to have a settlement it v/ill have 
to be based on that stalemate position. 
I do not mean to say that geographical
ly it is on that, but I may say the
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mental approach has to be that there 
is no victor in the struggle and we 
have to come to terms. That in elTect 
is the position both in Korea and Indo
China. That is> if there is to be a 
settlement it has to be a negotiated 
settlement and not by imposition. Now, 
unfortunately our .wishes sometimes do 
not coincide with the facts of the situa
tion. Our desire about the type of 
settlement or solution we want has no 
relation to facts. President Eisenhower 
used a very interesting phrase about 
the approaches that were made, the 
‘untenable and the unacceptable’. That 
is, when one wants something which 
one cannot attain, well, one wants it 
rather in the air and what the other 
party wants is unacceptable. So, one 
cannot bridge that gulf. Now, in 
Geneva, these matters are being dis
cussed daily in a number of groups and 
conferences and privately. All kinds 
of proposals have been made which 
appear tb be far removed from each 
other. Nevertheless, the feeling that I 
get is that there is a very earnest 
desire to find some way out for a cease
fire as well as for future steps towards 
a settlement. I have no doubt that 
the great statesmen who are engaged 
in this work in Geneva are actuated by 

■ a strong desire for peace. Also, behind 
all these big differences and sometimes 
strong criticism of each other, there 
appears to be a growing area of com
monness in their approach. I do not 
know, of course, what the result will be 
of these deliberations at Geneva. I 
earnestly hope that some way out wiU 
be found towards, first of all, cease-fire 
and then progressively towards settle
ment. I repeat that there can be no 
such approach towards a settlement 
except to a negotiated settlement, not 
to an imposition.

People at some times said that India 
is angling for some kind of invitation 
to go to Geneva. Speaking for myself, 
I can say quite frankly that not only 
nave I no desire at all, but I would 
hesitate very much to assume further 
burdens of any type or kind. I have, 
no desire; there is no question of angl
ing about it. If and whenever we are

invited to any of these difficult con
ferences, it is not with too great a 
pleasure that we go, but it is only 
under the compulsion of events that 
one cannot avoid going as we went to 
Korea. Our attitude all along has been 
not to push ourselves in: at the same 
time not to isolate ourselves and say 
We can have nothing to do with it, be
cause we are intimately concerned 
With it. Not only we; but other 
neighbouring countries in Asia are 
intimately concerned. We cannot say 
we wash oiir hands of this business. 
Therefore, being intimately concerned, 
we cannot get away from the fact that 
if a situation arises which might 
require some kind of initiative on our 
part or sorhe kind of association on 
our part in any particular decision, we 
cannot just run away and say, no, let 
us drift. Inevitably, we cannot shed 
the responsibilities that go with a great 
country.

I do not wish to discuss these, 
various proposals in regard to Indo
china or Korea which have been put 
forward at Geneva. That would not 
help at aU. We are anxious to help; 
not merely to show our cleverness by 
criticising this country or that pro
posal. Apart from that, these pro
posals change daily. It is not easy to 
keep pace with them. Anyhow, so far 
as we are concerned, we are earnestly 
following these developments and if 
and when necessity arises, we express 
our view point privately. If an occa
sion arises when we can be perhaps of 
some assistance in the promotion of a 
settlement, we shall consider that with 
the greatest care.
9 A.M.

Of one ttiing'in the Colombo meeting 
I should like to remind the House. 
That ^^we have emphasized that all 
l^ese mlitters in regard to Indo-China 
should be k ^ t  in the purview of the 
United Nations, that the United 
Nations should. be brought into 
this picture. Now we attach im
portance to this. Sometimes I have 
ventured to criticise the United 
Nations—the functioning, rather, of 
the United Nations—but the fact 
remains that the United Nations
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is the only great international body 
which can deal with international 
questions. It is far better in these mat
ters for that large forum of the Unit
ed Nations to consider these ques
tions of war and peace than for limit
ed conferences. Of course, limited con
ferences are essential, but, on the
whole, when the time comes, if the 
United Nations is there, the weight 
in favour of peace is likely to be much 
greater, because nesirly all the countri
es there are interested in peace. There
fore we have suggested about the
United Nations being seized in a sense, 
that is, the Geneva conference report
ing to the United Nations, and, may
be, the United Nations giving the
weight of its support to that settle
ment and seeing that it is carried 
through. It is difficult enough for a 
settlement to be arrived at—I hope 
that difficulty will be surmounted—but 
having surmounted the difficulty of 
coming to some agreed settlement, the 
next step is equally difficult, the im
plementation of that settlement. And 
it is there even more than before that 
the United Nations comes in, and aU 
of us who are Members of the Unit
ed Nations have to play our part in 
this matter.

There are one or two other matters 
I should like to refer to rather briefly. 
I refer to the French settlements. 
There is, of course, the old problem 
of Goa, and, quite frankly, we have 
not taken any special step in regard 
to Goa. Questions are put in this 
House from time to time, and I quite 
recognise the impatience of hon. 
Members. and the country, and I give 
a reply which even <J consider very 
unsatisfactory, but there it is. I hope 
that this problem will become easier 
of solution because of other develop
ments, but the real difficulty, if I may 
venture to say so, dealing with Goa, 
is that the fifteenth and the sixteenth 
centuries come up against the middle 
of the twentieth century. It is quite 
^traordinary for this three or four 
hundred years’ gap suddenly to be 
bridged. We are told of alliances like 
the Anglo-Portuguese alliance which I

believe in some form or other dates 
back six or seven hundred years 
which was renewed ,in the sixteenth, 
seventeenth and early nineteenth cen
tury in various forms. We are told 
that His Holiness the Pone three hund
red years ago issued a buU giving 
half the world to Portugal We are 
told of the more recent NATO alli
ances and agreements, and we are 
told that Goa has become an integral 
part of Portugal. Well, apart from 
that being somewhat of a violence in 
geography, now, in this matter, the 
Prime Minister of Portugal lays stress 
on the Anglo-Portuguese alliance of 
some hundreds of years ago. Natural
ly, the world was rather different 
then. In fact, India was hardly in the 
picture. Even the British were not in 
India then, and partly, I think, India 
came into the picture in the sense 
that the island of Bombay was about 
that time given as dowry. Now, the 
ruling authorities of Portugal still live 
in the mental climate of the time when 
the island of Bombay was given as 
dowry, and it is naturally difficult for 
us to adapt ourselves to that climate. 
But this reference to the Anglo-Portu- 
gal alliance has no relevance obvious
ly to events in India or Goa, nor has 
NATO which was an alliance for the 
Atlantic communities. First of all, as 
I have stated, we are parties neither 
to the Anglo-Portugal alliance nor to 
the NATO alliance, and, therefore, we 
are not bound by any treaty what
ever, to which we are not parties. 
Secondly, we do not think that either 
of these, even from another point of 
view, has any relevance in this res
pect; and in fact, some of the countri
es associated with the NATO alliance 
have expressed this view themselves. 
Neverthelss, we have addressed some 
of the governments concerned, and 
drawn their attention to Prime Minis
ter Salazar’s statement and pointed out = 
that we do not recognise this alUance, 
and hope that they also do not recognise 
that to be the correct .position.

Then there is the unfortunate prob
lem of i>eople of Indian descent in 
Ceylon. I find a great deal of difflcul-
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ty in dealing with this matter, because 
I  am quite canvinced that this is, more

than other questions, a question 
which can only be solved in a friend
ly and peaceful way, and I do not 
wish to say or do anything which 
ruffles the atmosphere or makes it a 
little more difficult. The House knows 
that some montns back—in January, 
I think—there was what was called 
the Indo-Ceylonese Agreement. That 
was rather a big word to describe 
it; it was an understanding of how 
to proceed about this matter; it was 
not a solution, but it was an imder- 
^tanding as to how to proceed about 
this matter, in order to reach a solu
tion. There were certain procedures, 
and among those procedures, one of 
.the things that we have laid down 
specifically was that neither Govern
ment would take any step without 
•consulting the other about this matter. 
That, of course, does not make less the 
sovereignty of either government. It is 
a very common thing for countries to 
come to a decision that they will ccm- 
sult each other. That does not make 
them less sovereign or less indepen
dent. Since then, nothing very much 
has happened, and yet many small 
things have happened, which have 
made large numbers of people in Cey
lon very apprehensive about the 
future. There is the problem, hon. 
Members will remember, of these per
sons, who, at the present moment, can 
only be described as Stateless. They 
are certainly not Indian nationals. 
They-and their families have lived 
there for a long time; many of them 
have been born there.

Now, normally they would be Cey
lon nationals, but, of course, Ceylon 
has the right and authority to decide 
about that matter, about its own na
tionals. So long as it does not accept 
them as nationals, they are nationals 
of no State—certainly not Indian 
nationals—and so they have become 
Stateless people living in Ceylon and 
hoping for Ceylonese nationality. In 
fact, they have applied for it, nearly 
all of them or a very large number 
of them. I am not for the moment re
ferring to the Indian nationals who 
aire there. They are in large numbers

too, may be 150,000, and the House 
should always distinguish between the 
two. We talk vaguely about Indians 
here and Indians there. That is con
fusing, because an Indian is normally 
an Indian national; it does not matter 
what the colour of his skin is, or he 
may be, if I may use the word— l̂et 
us say—a ‘EuroMan naturalised 
Indian.* WeU, he is an Indian from 
that point of view. Now, there are 
Indian nationals in Ceylon who claim 
only the normal rights of no discrimi
nation, of freedom to function there 
as any foreign national can claim. The 
others are people of Indian descent 
who have been there for a long time, 
some of them for generations. Nobody 
has been able to go to Ceylon from 
India as an immigrant legally for the 
last 15 years, I think since round
about the late thirties. There have, of 
course, been illegal immigrants—cleave 
that out. Now, so far as the Tndign 
nationals there are concerned, that is 
a separate problem. It is a bit of a 
problem too, because there is a cer
tain process of squeezing them out. 
While I may regret the manner of 
doing it, I cannot challenge the right 
of the Ceylonese Government of deal
ing with any individual they choose 
to. But when it is not a question of an 
individual but large groups, then the* 
situation becomes mors difficult. Most 
of these Indian nationals there are pro
fessional people—merchants, domestic 
employees and the rest. The other prob
lem, and the real problem, is of that 
of the so-called Stateless people; they 
have nearly all applied for Ceylon 
nationality and the matter is being 
considered by some committee etc. in 
Ceylon which accepts some applica
tions and rejects the others. Lately 
there have been far more rejections 
than acceptances. Anyhow I do not 
wish to go more deeply into this 
question except to express my regret 
at the trend of events in Ceylon which 
has produced this strong apprehen
sion. There are, after all, 600,000 or
700,000 of these persons in Ceylon, 
it is a fairly large number and it is 
to the interest of Ceylon, as it is to 
the interest of these people, to settle 
this matter peacefully; otherwise.
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[Shri Jawaharlal Nehru]
Baturally an unfortunate feeling of 
conflict persists, which does no good 
to anybody.

There is one matter which came up 
the other day here and in answer to a 
question, I made a brief statement, 
that is, clemency for Japanese war 
criminals. Now, |his is a very impor
tant matter, not because of the exer
cise or not of clemency; we were 
strongly in favour of clemency for 
these people. But I realise that our 
voice could not go far when others, 
who normally differ, are of one opi
nion about this mstter; other ccuntrJes 
who have normally differed, that is, 
the United States of America and the 
Soviet Union, are of Like opinion that 
there should be no clemency. How
ever, that is almost a matter affecting 
a few persons. But what is important 
is the procedure adopted in this,—the 
way India is pushed out because she 
did not sign the San Francisco treaty 
and Pakistan is brought in. We have 
no objection to Pakistan coming in 
the normal course anywhere. They 
are welcome. But the arguments ad
vanced were reaUy remarkable. I had 
paid much attention to this. We, of 
course, consulted our lawyers and 
others rei>eatedly, although I thought 
no great legal knowledge was neces
sary in this matter. But the way this 
has been dealt with casually, rather 
cavalierly, without any intimation to 
us, without anything—just we go out 
of the picture and we are informed 
later by the Japanese Government 
that they are told that India has no 
say in the matter and that Pakistan 
comes in—all this is a most extraordi
nary thing which one cannot think 
of in international affairs. But apart 
from its being arbitrary and all that, 
an attempt has been made there to 
undermine, if you like, the very basis 
of the agreement after the partition 
with the United Kingdom. All these 
are recorded facts. Here was this 
agreement in which India was a con
tinuing entity, not only the name of 
the country but the country of India. 
We assumed all the liabilities, all the 

> debt, all the international obligations,
- jeverything. It is all recorded, and now

we are told calmly that Pakistan, as 
a successor State to British India,, 
because she signed the San Francisco 
treaty—what the San Francisco treaty 
has to do with this, 1 do not under
stand—is brought in and India goes 
out. It is a matter of grave concern 
that great countries should function 
in this way and deal with the inter
national obligations in this casual and. 
cavalier way. In particular, I must 
express my great surprise th:it the- 
Governmeni oi the United Kingdom, 
even more than the others, should 
have agreed to this, because that Go
vernment there has a special responsi
bility. It is with that Government that 
we came to an agreement on these 
matters. Then, casually to deal with, 
this question in this way shows, if I  
may say so, with all respect, that in- 
some matters the normal considera
tions of international law or. if I 
may say so, even International con
ventions and behaviour are not res
pected, and just any decision one 
wants is imposed. Yet all this does 
not make very much difference to us 
—whether our opinion towards cle
mency to the Japanese war criminals 
is accepted or not. Ours was a lone 
voice any way. But it does make a 
great deal of difference, this approach. 
This approach is applied repeatedly in 
other matters. No country, least of all 
India, likes to be imposed u-oon. likes 
to be played with, in this way. I men
tion this not because of its own intrin
sic importance, but as a sign  ̂and a 
symbol of tke way highly respected 
and great countries function now-a- 
days in such matters.

There are of course, in the course 
of these debates, many matters which 
are often referred to but I have tried 
to concentrate upon relatively a few 
important ones, because, after all, they 
cover this wider situation. If it so 
happens that out of this Conference at 
Geneva some good emerges—and I 
earnestly hope it will— t̂he whole as
pect of affairs changes and other pro
blems are affected by that change. I 
earnestly hope that the great and wise 
statesmen assembled at Geneva will
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find a way out of these problems. If 
they find a way out, I am sure, other 
countries who have no desire to push 
themselves there, but wherever they 
might be, would like to help in the 
settlements arrived at, provided, of 
course, they are settlements—no 
country can help in imposing any
thing. That is a basic difference be
tween our approach and the approach 
sometimes taken by other countires.

I come back to what I said a minute 
ago; our approach is that of trying to 
work for collective peace and, in fact, 
that collective peace is the only collec
tive security. The other collective secu
rity—that, all the time, by threats and 
fear of mounting armaments—is not 
even bringing a climate of peace. It 
brings in a climate of fear. In fact, in 
the world today there are very few 
people who have any sense of securi
ty and hardly enough the people be
longing to the most powerful countri
es of the world have the least feeling 
of security. It is curious; it shows that 
security necessarily does not come 
with power and armaments when the 
'powers and armaments are matched 
by somebody else with power and 
armaments. Security springs by bring
ing about a new climate, a new ap
proach and recognising that in this 
world, we can only exist by a policy 
of ‘Uva and let live’, by tolerating 
others—tolerating no aggression, tole
rating no interference—but tolerating 
others to exist as they want to exist 
Here, we are in India—it may apply 
to other Asian count^s trying hard 
in our way to shape our own destiny, 
political, economic, social, cultural, 
whatever it may be. We have some
times our own internal arguments or 
conflicts. That is natural, we settle 
ttiem. We may accept and we do ac
cept many things from other countries. 
We have to because we are backward 
in industry, in sciciicc, in technique, in 
hundred and one things, many new 
concepts and ideas. We do not wish to 
be isolated. We want to accept them, 
but it is we who accept them of our 
own free will. The moment an3rthing 
is imposed upon us, even if it is a good 
thing, it becomes poison in our system. 
Therefore, this idea of imposing good

—even some of us I am afraid, I in
clude all of us not excluding myself 
in that number, try to be good to 
others and we get very annoyed if our 
good is not accepted and acted upon— 
is not good. We are unduly thrusting; 
ourselves on others; may be this Par
liament might occasionally thrust it
self on the people of India today by- 
trying to do too much good to them. 
However that may be, when it is a 
question of other countries trying to 
do good to you, it is a dangerous mat
ter, and immediately there are bound 
to be conflicts. I mean that a thing 
you might accept in grace normally, 
you reject even a good thing because 
you are roused against that imposi
tion, so that in this world today we 
must accept this ‘live and let live* 
business. Let there be no interfer
ence, external or internal, and let 
ideas freely flow and let each country 
evolve itself and that is the only basis 
on which you can have a gradual re
turn of feeling of sanity and security.
1 have no doubt that if there is in the 
world a value of ideas—as there is, 
of course—the right ideas will prevail 
in the end. They would prevail far 
less by fear of armaments because that 
produces a new context of things. 
Now, of course, if you know about 
force and arms in the world of today, 
the arms are such that at the end of 
the conflict between these arms no 
ideas may be left at all finally to pre
vail. So, I earnestly hope that the 
efforts of the Statesmen at Geneva 
win meet with success and, while we 
are perfectly entitled as individuals 
or as groups to express our opinioa 
and criticise, I think, we should also- 
send them our goodwill for that pur- 
I»se.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker; Motion moved::

"‘That the present International 
situation and the policy of the 
Government of India in relation 
thereto be taken into considera
tion.” ^

I have received notice of some 
amendments, but the hon. Members 
who have tabled them have forgotten 
the rules, I mean rule No. 311, virhich-
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[Mr. Deputy-Speaker]
J. shall read out. I have to make some 
modifications to these amendments, 
otherwise they will be out of order.
I do not want to throw out these 
amendments. If the hon. Members 
concerned are agreeable to this slight 
.modification. I can take them.

Sevetal Hon. Members rose—

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Order, order 
please. No hon. Member ought to get 
up while I am standing.

Rule No. 311 says:

“A motion that the policy or 
situation or statement or any other 
matter be taken into consideration

. shall not be put to the vote of the
 ̂ House, but the House shall pro

ceed to discuss such matter imme
diately after the mover has con
cluded his speech and no further 
question shall be put at the con
clusion of the debate at the ap
pointed hour unless a member 
moves a substantive motion in ap
propriate terms to be approved
by the Speaker and the vote of
the House shall be taken on such
motion.” .

The hon. Members evidently address
e d  themselves to the rules as they 
stood originally before they were 

. amended. Anyhow, I do not want to 

..throw out any of these amendments 
on the technical ground.

I will now begin with Shri Raghu- 
nath Singh’s amendment. I propose 
that it should be amended like this 
‘Since “That in the motion, the follow
ing be added at the end, etc.” is not 

^.appropriate and does not fall in line 
with rule 311;

“That for the original motion, 
the following be substituted, 
namely:

This House, having considered 
the international situation and 
the policy of the Crovemment of 
India thereon, approves of all the 
steps taken so far by Government 

•in the matter.’ ”

Shri Baghunatti Singrh (Banaras
Distt.—Central): I agree. Sir. I beg to 
move:

That for the original motion, the 
following be substituted, namely: 

‘This House, having considered 
the international situation and 
the policy of the Government of 
India thereon approves of all the 
steps taken so far by Government 
in the matter.”
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Likewise, ver

bal alterations are also necessary in 
the other amendments that have been 
tabled. If the hon. Members agree, 
they can move their motions.

Sardar A. S. Saigal (Bilaspur): I
beg to move:

That for the original motion, the 
following be substituted, namely:

‘This House, having consider
ed the international situation 
and the policy of the 
Government of India thereon 
approves of the steps taken by 
the Government.”

Shri T. K. Chaudhuri
pore): I beg to move:

(Berham-

That for the original motion, the 
following be substituted, namely:

“This House, having considered 
the international situation and the 
policy of the Government of India 
thereon resets that the Govern
ment have—

(i) failed to take such steps as 
would strengthen and rein
force India’s security against 
the danger of colonial aggres
sion in Asia and elsewhere, 
and against the danger of ag
gressive U.S. expansionism 
in particular, as evidenced by 
the extension of U.S. mili
tary aid to Pakistan and other 
neighbouring countries of 
India:

(ii) generally followed in the 
wake of Great Britain and
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the British Commonwealth
and failed to forge an inde
pendent line of policy of their 
own in international affairs; 
and

(iii) by their recent statements 
and proposals on Indo-China, 
by their participation in the 
Colombo Conference of Asian 
Premiers conjointly with the 
governments of such coun
tries as Ceylon and Pakistan 
and by their support to the 
Colombo decisions sought to 
exert the weight of their influ
ence in favour of a negotia
ted settlement between 
France and Indo-China which 
is ultimately directed towards 
bringing the states of Viet 
Nam, Laos and Cambodia in 
some form of association with 
the French Colonial empire 
and securing the puppet pro- 
French Governments of these 
States a share in power in the 
new scheme of things in Indo
China.”

Shri Raghuramaiah (Tenali): I beg 
to move:

That for the original motion, the 
following be substituted, namely;

“This House, having considered 
the international situation and 
the policy of the Government of 
India thereon approves of the 
policy.” .

Shri S. V. Ramaswamy (Salem): I 
beg to move:

That for the original motion, the 
following be substituted, namely:

“This House, having considered 
the international situation and 
the policy of the Government of 
India thereon approves of the 
steps taken by the CJovernment.”

Shri N. L. Joslii (Indore): I beg to 
move:

That for the original motion, the 
following be substituted, namely:

■ “This House, having considered 
the international situation and

the policy of the Government of 
India thereon appeals to aU the 
peace-loving citizens of the world 
to get themselves united agsunst 
the common danger facing hum
anity as a whole in the threat of 
war endangering world peace.”

Shri Sadhan Gupta (Calcutta—
South-East): I beg to move:

That for the original motion, thê '
following be substituted, namely:

“This House, having consider
ed the international situation and 
the policy of the Government 
of India thereon is of opinion;

(a) that all fhe diplomatic pri
vileges and immunities of Ameri
can experts in India who enjoy 
such privileges and immunities 
should forthwith be withdrawn;

(b) that all American experts
working in India should be re
moved at the earliest opportuni
ties, and where they cannot be
replaced by our own nationals, 
they should be replaced by ex
perts from foreign countries not: 
connected with NATO or the 
ANZUS;

(c) that steps should be taken 
to remove . the stranglehold of 
Britain on our economy;

(d) that foreign enterprise
should at once be banned in sec- •
tors of our Industry which are 
vital to our national security and 
defence;

(e) that all kinds of propa
ganda, whether through the- 
cinema or through literary works 
or otherwise, designed to pro
pagate the necessity or advis
ability or inevitability of war 
with other countries should forth
with be banned;

(f) that all propaganda against 
the people of Pakistan Should be 
actively discouraged; and

(g) that efforts should be made* 
to establish friendship and good
will between the people of tMs 
county and Pakistan throught*
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XShri Sadhan Gupta]
.exchange of official and unofficial 
goodwill missions, sports and 
.other kinds of cultural delegations 
.and other means.”
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Amendments

'moved:

(1) That for the original motion, the 
following be substituted, namely:

“This House, having considered 
the international situation and the 
policy of the Government of India 
thereon approves of all the steps 
taken so far by Government in the 
matter.*^

(2) That for the original motion, the 
following be substituted, namely:

“This House, having considered 
the international situation and the 
iwlicy of the Government of India 
thereon approves of the steps taken 
by the Government/’

(3) That for the original motion, the 
ifollowing be substituted, namely:

“This House, having considered 
Iftie international situation and the 
policy of the Government of India 
thereon regrets that the Govern
ment have—

(1) failed to take such stQ)S as 
would strengthen and reinforce 
:India’s security against the danger 
.of colonial aggression in Asia ar.d 
elsewhere, and against the danger 
of aggressive U.S. expansionism in 
particular, as evidenced by the ex
tension of U. S. military aid to 
Pakistan and other neighbouring 
countries of India;

(ii) generally followed in the 
wake of Great Britain and the 
British CommonwealfE and failed 
to forge an independent line of 
twlicy of their own in internation
al affairs; and

(iil) by tbeir recent statements 
proposals on IndoChinft, by

their participation in the Colombo 
Conference of Asian Premiers con
jointly with the governments of 
such countries as Ceylon and Pakis
tan and by their support to the 
Colombo decisions sought to exert 
the weight of their influence in 
favour of a negotiated settlement 
between France and Indo-China 
which is ultimately directed to
wards brincine the states of \ iet 
Nam, Laos and Cambodia in some 
form of association with the French 
Colonial empire and securing the 
puppet pro-French Governments of 
these States a share in power in 
the new scheme of things in Indo
China.”
(4) That for the original motion, the 

following be substituted, namely:
“This House, having considered 

the international situation and the 
policy of the Government of India 
thereon approves of the policy.”
(5) That for the original motion, the 

following be substituted, namely:
“This House, having considered 

the international situation and the 
policy of the Government of India 
thereon approves of the steps lakcn 
by the Government,” “
(6) That for the original motion, the 

following be substituted, namely:
“This House, having considered 

the international situation and the 
policy of the Government of India 
thereon appeals to all the peace- 
loving citizens of the world to get 
themselves united against the com  ̂
mon danger facing humanity as a 
whole in the threat of war endan
gering world peace.”
(7) That for the onginal motion, the 

following be substituted, namely:
“This House, having considered 

the international situation and the 
policy of the Government of India 
thereon, is of opinion—

(a) that an the diplomatic pri
vileges and immunitfes of American
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experts in India who enjoy si.ch 
privileges and immunities should 

' forthwi'ih be withdrawn;

- (b) that aUl American experts 
working in India should be remov
ed at the earliest opportunities, and 
where they cannot be replaced by 
'Our own nationals, they should be 
replaced by experts from foreign 
countries not connected with NATO 
•or the ANZUS;

(c) that steps should be taken to 
Temove the stranglehold of Britain 
on our economy;

(d) that foreign enterprise 
:should at once be banned in sectors 
of our Industry which are vital 
to our national security and 
•defence;

(e) that all kinds of propa
ganda, whether through the 
cinema or through literary works 
or otlierwise, designed to pro
pagate the necessity or advis
ability or inevitability of war with 
other countries should forthwith 

T)e banned;
(f) that all propaganda against 

Ihe people of Pakistan sFould be 
actively discouraged; and

(g) that efforts should be made 
to establish friendship and goodwill 
between the people of tins country 
and Pakistan through exchange of 
official and unofficial goodwill mis
sions, sports and other Tdnds of 
cultural delegations and other 
means.”

Shri Velayudhsm Quilon cum Mavelik- 
3cara—Reserved—Scheduled Castes): I
•do not propose to move my amendment 
•as a similar amendment has been moved 
■by Shri Raghuramaiah.

Dr. Lanka Sundaram (Visakhapat- 
Tiam) rose—

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The House will 
now proceed with the discussion of the 
'Original motion and also the substantive 
-motions which I just read out.

Dr. Lanka Sandaram: Before we 
^rdceed further, may I ask whether the 
business Advisory Committee has

allotted two days for this discussion? I 
want to know whether it is iwo days 
or only one day.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker; It do-̂ s not 
a$rp^r that the Business A^Rasory Com
mittee has decided anything so far as 
this matter is concerned. I have got 
other work for the House which is ad
mitted, and there are occasions when 
the international policy comes up be
fore the House from time to time as 
international situation c’Kanges and re
ferences have fo be made to some 
events or other. I believe one day is 
enough, or let us see at the end of the 
day if it should be extended to any ex
tent. I propose doing this alternative
ly. If the debate closes today, I will 
request the hon. Prime Minister to re
ply tomorrow.

Sardar A. S. Saigal: Tomorrow is
Sunday.

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: It means the
next day the House sits.

Shri H. N. Mukerjee (Calcutta North
east) : It is good that we get an oppor
tunity from time to time to discuss 
the foreign policy of our country be
cause it is important that we recall the 
categorical imperatives of our foreign 
policy. It is important that we re
member the major premise of our 
patriotism in the setting of foreign 
policy, which is that we shall always 
raise our voice, and wherever we can, 
we shall raise our hands also, in support 
of the people who are fighting for free
dom wherever they might be. Today it 
is of special importance that w'e are 
having this debate because at Geneva 
a Conference is taking place where Asia 
is above all on the agenda. The ques
tion of war or peace in Asia has come 
to the forefront. Today the peoples of 
the world are confronted with hope and 
despair at the same time because of 
what has actually hajwened; those who 
want to retain their ^ranglehold on 
peoples struggling to be free have been 
compelled by the pressure of circums
tances to agree to the holding of this 
Cpnference but they are trying even 
now to sabotage this Conference and 
see to it that this Conference does not
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[Shri H. N. Mukerjee]
produce the results which our Prime 
Minister is hoping for along with the 
rest of the peoples of the world.

1 am reminded in this connection of 
what was said once, at least what was 
reported to have been said once, by 
Clemenceau in 1919. It appears that a 
British diplomai was going with Cle
menceau in a car along the streets of 
Paris and on that day there had been 
a railway accident. It was placarded 
on the newspaper hoardings; at one 

place it was described as “an accident on 
the railway” and the other report said, 
“disaster on the railway” . The Bri
tish diplomat then asked Clemenceau: 
“ In French, does ‘accident’ and ‘disas
ter’ mean the same thing?” . He barked 
in reply: “No, of course it does not. 
For example, if President Wilson falls 
into a well, it would be an accident but 
if he gets out of it, it will be a disaster.” 
What has happened today in regard to 
the international situation is that Mr. 
John Foster Dulles and his tribe find 
themselves in a position where they 
can no longer resist the urge for peace 
and freedom in Asia and their agree
ment to have this Geneva Conference 
particularly with People’s China parti
cipating is really a sort of an accident 
which has happened, but if Mr. John 
Foster Dulles and his tribe can get out 
of this accident, that would be a aisas- 
ter. And that is a disaster c.gainst 
which the peoples of the world have to 
take every possible precaution.

I was happy to see the Prime Minis
ter getting rather angry over the 
peculiar improprieties of the imbroglio 
which has happened over the San 
Francisco Treaty in relation to Japan 
and the treatment which has been 
cavalierly meted out to us. I say I was 
happy to see him angry because he said 
a little earlier that India is not angry 
at her exclusion from the Geneva Con
ference. I do not expect our Prime 
Minister to say that he is angry at our 
exclusion from Geneva. I do rot say 
that India has need to be angry. But 
at the same time there is no use getting 
away from the fact Uhat, in spite of

India today possessing something like 
a moral initiative in world affairs, an 
initiative which has from time to time 
been exercised with positive courage, in 
spite of all that, this pernicious eftort to 
keep India away from Asian delibera
tions, from deliberations in which she 
rightfully ought to have a part, this 
effort is continuing, and this effort is 
having the utmost support from our 
friends of the Commonwealth, from the 
United Kingdom. '

This happened not only in regard to 
our exclusion from Geneva but also in 
regard to our exclusion from the Dis
armament Commission, from the Sub
Committee on Disarmament which has 
been appointed by the United Nations. 
M. Vyshinsky had suggested that India, 
China and Czechoslovakia should be on 
the Disarmament Commission. The 
United Kingdom came forward first of 
all to prevent our being a member o£ 
the Disarmament Commission, India 
actually being present on the spot and 
contributing her share of wisdom and 
understanding and insight to interna
tional deliberations is today an impor
tant factor in world affairs. But today 
there is a definite effort being engineer
ed, a deliberate effort, to keep India 
out, if, at all that is possible. That is 
why I say I was happy to sec the 
Prime Minister angry at least at one 
thing where these people have shown 
us that they do not greatly like the 
idea of India’s participation. Because, 
the voice of India today is always rais
ed on the side of peace and freedom of 
the peoples.

Most of our attention is naturally 
riveted on the Geneva Conference^ 
And there we certainly wish that a 
settlement is arrived at over the ci-es- 
tion of Indo-China and of Korea. Why 
is it that the peoples of the world today 
are so very anxious about the out
come of this Conference? It is liecause 
with the hydrogen bomb experimenta
tions and with the talk of “massive 
retaliation” which t!ie United State®
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of America was going to practise 
against whoever incurred her disfavour, 
it was in the context of these things 
that the people of Asia realised above 
all that peace is a need, peace is some
thing which has got to be achieved 
here and now. And this feeling of the 
people of Asia is today so paramount 
that no force on earth can prevent it. 
And that is why a very fine setting has 
been provided to the Gteneva Confe
rence by the great victory of the 
people’s forces at Dien Bien Phu. They 
try to say it is only an effort on the 
part of those who are fighting for the 
freedom of Indo-China to negotiate 
from positions of strength. That is 
their phrase, the phrase of imperialists. 
They choose to forget that the planning 
for the Dien Bien Phu battle was nisde 
by the French imperialists with Ame
rican instigation and assistance in order 
that ithey might give a death blow 
to the fight of the Indo-Chinese people 
ior freedom. But it came back like a 
boomerang, and came right on time, so 
that we know what is what in Asia. 
Come all the hydrogen bombs and atom 
bombs all together against the spirit of 
the people, that spirit cannot be daun
ted. That, therefore, is the back
ground of what is happening at Geneva 
today.

There is no need for me to go into 
any detail over the questions which are 
being discussed there. But I wish that 
we make clear that if we are going to 
have a settlement in Indo-China and in 
Korea—and surely a settlement must 
come in these two countries— t̂hen we 
must concentrate on the essential points. 
Of course there should be a cease-fire. 
Of course there should be a negotiated 
settlement. Of course, there might be 
a dispute about who are going to take 
part in the discussions preliminary to a 
settlement and as to who are going to 
constitute the supervisory commis
sions of those supervisory Commis
sions are going to be appointed if and 
when elections are held in order to 
give the people an opportunity to 

determine their own destiny. But, the 
crux of the matter is that the foreign 
troops who are there, either in Indo-
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China or Korea, must quit. A time 
limit must be fixed for their evacua
tion because we cannot have anytMng 
like free and fair elections inspite of 
supervision through United Nations 
or any other kind of agency, if we 
have got foreign troops still in opera

tion in those areas. Therefore, the real 
demand of the people of these r*reas— 
and surely, that is a demand which we 
can support enthusiastically—is that the 
crux of the matter in regard to the 
settlement of the issues at stake in 
these areas is that there must be an 
evacuation of these areas by all foreign 
troops of whatever description, Asian, 
European, American or African, before 
the people can choose their destiny; 
before the people can decide on what 
kind of Gnvernm^t they are going to 
have. This is a matter which is es
caping the attention of our people. To 
our people, Sir, the whole picture is 
painted in a very confusing fashion. 
The idea is presented that the two 
camps are fighting for power in those 
areas; that the Soviets and China 
they are putting forward certain 
claims and the Americans, British and 
others are putting forward certain 
other claims; that there is a tug-nf-war 
and there is a stalemate. We have to 
find out what exactly are the positive 
proposals which are being made. 
Therefore, I say, that General Nam II 
of North Korea has offered certain 
proposals, very concrete proposals, and 
there this question of evacuation by 
foreign troops within six months is 
made a condition precedent to any 
kind of real settlement. I say, that 
is absolutely important in regard to 
this Indo-China war which has gone 
on for seven years. At one time The 
French used to say, it is a forgotten war 
“ le guerre oublie'\ yet they could not 
forget the wounds the canker eating 
into the very vitals of French spirit 
and economy because of the dirty war 
“ le guerre saW. Whether it is for
gotten or whether it is dirty, they have 
got to come to some kind of settlement 
with the people of Indo-China. That 
is something which they realise. Ins
pite of that, what are they doing?
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They are not reaUy taking any positive 
steps for the settlement of the question. 
The settlement can only happen if we 
get not only the suggestions regard* 
ing supervisions, but a definite proposal 
that the foreign troops of any kmd of 
shade or colour should all quit the 
scene. We know ourselves how the 
United Nations Observers and such 
other authorities behaved in regard to 
Kashmir. We know only too well how 
the United Nations Observers behaved 
in regard to Kashmir. In regard to 
Pondicherry once in 1948 the French 
Government conducted the elections 
in its possessions, and the results were 
so dismal that the India Government 
had to scrap the agreement to have 
a plebiscite under United Nations 
auspices and had to demand uncondi
tional merger of those colonies without 
any kind of strings whatever. We 
know what happens when this kind of 
supervision is in the picture. If the 
foreign troops are out of the scene 
altogether, then surely, there can 
be agreemeAt In regard to the 
method of supervision, I find In the pa
pers that M. Molotov has made certam 
suggestions about how the Superv^ry 
commissions may be constituted which 
may be acceptable to either side. I 
need not enter into the details nf the 
matter, but the crux of the matter, I 
repeat, is that there must be evacua
tion of these areas by all foreign troops 
as soon as possible. If these foreign 
troops are there, it will only create 
certain factors which are extremely 
imdesirable. That is a point which I 
would like to emphasise with all the 
strength at my disposal.

Now, Sir, as the Prime Minister has 
said today, these Asian questions are 
the most important of all. In con
nection with it, naturally we are re
minded of what is happening in our 
own land and our own soil. The ques
tion of Pondicherry and other French 
p o s s e s s i o n s , as well as Goa, would 
come to our mind. These questions 
have been repeatedly discussed on the

floor of this House, either by way ot 
questions or otherwise, and the Prime 
Minister also has said that as far os 
the negotiations with the French are 
concerned, tiiey are being pursued at 
the present moment. He has also 
made certain observations in regard to 
Goa. I do not want to go into the 
details of this matter, because our 
Government has taken a stand in re
gard to these foreign possessions, a 
stand which we wish to see materia

lised in practice as soon ever that is 
possible. Therefore, I do not want to 
embarrass the Government in any way. 
But, I do wish to say one thing. The 
patience of our people is being very 
sorely tried. From time to time, ques
tions come up in this House as well 
as in the other House and the answers 
which we get from the External Affairs 
Ministry are by no means really 
satisfactory. Because, the thing hangs 
fire; the stalemate continues; the 
humiliation of these foreign possessions 
on our soil does not appear likely to 
be effaced within a short span of time. 
This is the kind of thing which happens.
I do not know if you got also, I sup
pose all Members of Parliament were 
sent, a copy of the speech made on 
Goa by Dr. Salazar on the 12th ApriU 
1954, along with a covering note from 
whoever is the diplomatic represen
tative in charge of the Portuguese 
legation in New Delhi; it is, I see the 
Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Mr. Paolo Cunha who has sent thi» 
circular as well as the speech to all 
Members of Parliament as lar as I 
know. I entirely agree with the Pr»me 
Minister that the Portuguese are try
ing to make up something by way ot 
a treaty in the 17th century and they 
are importing it into the 20th century. 
But, even worse things are happening. 
Passions which are worse than‘ primi
tive have been resuscitated by the neo
imperialists of today, those who are 
flaunting the possession of hydrogen 
bomb and atomic weapons and other 
instruments of mass extermination. 
The Portuguese are reviving something 
of the 17th century which was a gra-
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cious period by comparison with 
certain other periods in history. 
These people are raking up pre-primi
tive days. Perhaps I may be insulting 
our ancestors in saying that they are 
raking up the spirit of those days. I 
do not think there was ever any period 
in human history when people of a 
certain sort could move about in res
pectable society and get away with it 
people who are merchants of death, 
people who brag about their possession 
of weapons of destruction on a scale 
which is absolutely unprecedented and 
which on any computation is immoral 
to the nth degree. This sort of thing 
is happening today. When this gen
tleman Dr. Salazar, the Prime Minister 
and Dictator of Portugal, invokes the 
Anglo-Portuguese treaty, when he says 
openly that he has had a talk with the 
Prime Minister of Canada who says 
something which contradicts what the 
Prime Minister had reported to have 
been the Canadian reaction to the Por
tuguese possessions like Goa, when 
he says these things and when I put 
two and two together, when'I recall the 
British conduct in regard to India’s 
rolft in world affairs today, when I 
and that forgetting all canons of pro
priety and decency, even diplomatic 
immunity of our representatives is 
ignored altogether by the British 
marauders, who talk about law and 
order, in Africa, when these things 
happen, I think something should be 
done about it. We are in the Com
monwealth. The guardian angel of the 
Commonwealth is the United Kingdom 
and the United Kingdom takes up this 
kind of attitude from time ro time.

In regard to Goa and in regard to 
Pondicherry, in regard to these foreign 
pockets in India, I think it is time that 
we set a target date and we say, look 
here, we are not going to tolerate this 
nonsense any longer. I remember what 
was said in the days of the war for 
Italian independence; **le cri de 
dotdeur'* “the cry of sorrow” 
is coming from our people 
who live some miles away. We 
can no longer turn a deaf ear to the 
cry Of sorrow which is coming from

these areas. That is what we have to 
say. That is what We have to tell the 
French and Portuguese imperialists. 
However much they might bank upon 
the support which the Americans have 
promised and the support which the 
English, somewhat timidly, have ten
tatively promised them, they must 
give an undertaking that after a 
certain date they will quit. I£ th ^  do 
not quit, we are no longer responsible 
for whatever action the people of that 
area are taking and we must not be 
internationally criticised if our people 
also assist those of their countrjrmen 
who are living in these foreign poc
kets. I should say, therefore, that we 
ought to take a very strong line in 
regard to this matter.

Now, the Prime Minister referred to 
the Colombo Conference and I certain
ly should concede that, in spite of the 
somewhat unpropitious composition of 
the conference, the pressure of public 
opinion was such that the decisions of 
the Colombo conference has largely 
been a blow, a powerful blow, directed 
against American imperialism and 
other imperialisms which are trying to 
dominate over Asia. But, I did not 
quite understand when the Prime 
Minister said that reference was made 
to Tunisia and Morocco and not ta 
places like Kenya or Malaya which are 
mentioned so often in this House. He 
said that mention was made of Tunisia 
and Morocco because they are not 
under colonial powers, but they had 
quasi-sovereign jurisdiction and there
fore they stand in a different category. 
I say by all means let us mention 
Tunisia and Morocco, but let us not 
forget Malaya and Kenya and si-ch 
other areas of the British Empire as 
British Guiana. Why should we for
get them, I see no reason. Tunisia 
and Morocco might stand in a different 
category. When we speak of Tunisia 
and Morocco, our arguments are diff*  ̂
rent, but in regard to Malaya, in re
gard to Kenya, in regard to British 
Guiana, in regard to so many other 
areas of the world, we also have to say
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what we feel. There, I have a suspi
cion I do not want to put it more 
strongly than that—that it is only be
cause of our association with the 
British Commonwealth that we cannot 
take a forthright attitude on this point. 
I know I annoy the Prime Minister, but 
I am quite used to it. I do annoy 
him, but what can I do? I cannot help 
it. I do say, I aver it, I assert it, with 
all the emphasis at my command that 
this kind of discrimination, when we 
try to attack the imperialist process in 
Tunisia and Morocco and do not attack 
or condemn the heinous activities in 
Malaya and Kenya, is something which 
I do not like.

Then, I heard the Prime Minister 
with much interest in regard to the 
Colombo conference decision that there 
should be no interference—Communist 
or anti-Communist or any olher—in 
the areas of Asia. He said also the 
world today is a place where it ap
pears as if a dharm yudh is going on, a 
crusade is going on, and we do not like 
it, we want to be left alone. I agree 
entirely that we want to be left alone, 
and I say as a Communist what has 
been said over and over again that 
Commxmism is not a matter for ex
port. It cannot be taken in a suitcase 
from one country to another. The 
Communist influence on India is some
thing which can only have validity and 
reality if it grows out of the conditions 
of our coimtry. That goes without say
ing. That is one of the primary pre
suppositions of Marxist thought. I 
would ask the Prime Minister what 
exactly are the influences which we 
have so far experienced. Since 1947 
when the Prime Minister came to his 
Dflftce, who has interfered in India’s 
internal affairs—^Britain, United States 
of America or the Soviet Union or 
China? In Kashmir who has been con
tinuously interfering and plotting 
against our sovereignty and indepen
dence? Did not the Prime Minister 
once say in regard to Truman and 
Attlee that they were trying to bring

some kind of pressure on us in regard 
to Kashmir?

As far as the people of Pakistan are 
concerned, did the Soviet Union impose 
a pact on them, or is it the Americans 
who are now having their dominatioD 
over that area by imposing this pact on 
them? The people of Burma can justly 
ask their Prime Minister: “Who let
loose the Kuomin-tang bandits on the 
people of Burma? Was it the Ameri
can imperialists, or was it the Soviet 
Union or China?” The people of 
Ceylon—I mention tiiose countries 
which were represented in the Colombo 
conference—^would certainly ask their 
Prime Minister: “Who put terriflc
pressure on the Government to see to 
it that there was not an advantageous 
economic deal between the People’s 
Republic of China and Ceylon—the 
rubber-and-rice transaction? Who put 
the kind of pressure which was wrong?” 
The people of Indonesia might certain
ly ask their Prime Minister: "Who
intervened against us when vve were 
fighting arms in hand against the 
Dutch colonialists? Was it the United 
States, or was it the Soviet Union?” 
Who are these foreign interventionists? 
Are they Communist interventionists? 
Have you ever been able to spot them? 
We know, everybody knows, in Indo
China who are supplying the French 
with arms and ammunition. They are 
openly bragging about it. They have 
not yet found one single Soviet soldier 
or anjrthing like that. There is no evi
dence to show that the Soviet or 
Chinese are interfering directly in the 
war. (An hon. Member: Indirectly.)
Of course, they are neighbours of China 
and, so to speak, they have their own 
affiliation, but that is a different matter. 
But, where is the intervention? I 
would beg of the Prime Minister to 
remember what he knows more than 
most of his followers, that countries 
with a socialist economy do not re
quire imperialistic areas of exploita
tion. They do not have their super
profits to sink in other areas where they
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can mulct the labour, sweat the 
labour and squeeze super-profits. 
They do not need this sort of thing. 
He knows it very well. That is why. 
the danger today to our freedom is 
not from communist influences abroad, 
but from these imperialist influences 
which are stalking all over our land, 
which are stalking over Asia and 
Africa and which are trying to domi
nate the whole waild. That is a point 
which I would like the Prime Minis
ter to remember, because, as I say, he 
has made a study of these things. He 
knows that more than many of his 
followers, who have rather no idea in 
regard to how these affairs are being 
conducted in the world today.

fro ?nr :
^  ^  'all'll I

Shri H. N. Mukerjee: In regard
to the Dharm Yudh he has said:

It must be written somewhere or 
other on the panels of this House. He 
said that truth will triumph. We say, 
yes, the truth will triumph. He has 
asked for peaceful co-exlstence. I 
could give you chunks of quotations 
from Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin and 
Mao-Tse-Tung and all the authoritative 
exponents of communism, who have 
spoken on co-existence. But we do 
not believe that this co-existence will 
last for ever. We believe that the 
stamp of doom is on capitalism. Capi
talism will go. We can co-exist for 
quite a long time as far as we can see. 
But in competition, real competition, 
capitalism will go down before socia* 
lism. There is no doubt about it. As 
sure as I am speaking here, and as sure 
as the sun will rise tomorrow, capita
lism will go, and socialism will come. 
But we say we do not have to 
we do nort; have to send arms and 
ammunition, we do not have to send 
spy rings into different countries, 
because we depend upon the objective 
development of social and economic 
forces in every country, which would 
lead to the inevitable success or vic
tory of socialist forces. That being

so, the dharm yudh is going on, and

Truth wili triumplh. Do not try to 
vitiate the truth by giving a handle 
to imperialist powers to distort reali
ty, to intimidate people, to thwart 
their spirit, and to depress their 
counage which is going! to recreate 
the world nearer their hearts’ desire.

I do not wish to take any more 
time of this House, but I think it is 
a happy coincidence that we are dis
cussing foreign policy on the eve of 
a very auspicious day, vaishakhi 
poomima day, the day when 'the 
prince of i>eace, the Lord Buddha 
was bom, the day when he achieved 
enlightenment, and the day when he 
departed from this world. But what 
did the Buddha stand for? He has left 
us a healp of treasure that neither 
moth nor rust can corrupt, Uhat not 
even our traitorship, if we become 
traitors to that legacy, can sully. He 
has left us that heap of treasure. But 
what did he preach? He preached 
peace, but peace based on right living 
ajnd) r^ght thinking  ̂ Let us try to 
live rightly and to think rightly. That 
shall certainly make us find out who 
are our friends, which ideas are wel
come to our country, and how we are 
going to recreate our country. Then, 
and then alone, we shall be able to rid 
this world of ours today—this lovely 
world which we want to recreate in 
the manner it should be recreated—of 
the ugly miasma which haimts it today, 
and then we shall make up our minds 
to fight those forces of evil which are 
threatening the very existence of man 
and his possibilities of peaceful .and 
happy existence.

^  6 H r-'ai q d ):

 ̂̂  ^
^   ̂ 5̂T 6̂1

^  I ^  TOW f ir
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W W  ^  f  ^
*nT?(k ^  '^Tnm 4  a r= ^  #  i

4  ^‘k m  ^  anr ^  ^
lira- 5̂  ^
aif? f?  ?i«? ^  t»ntw  <<;'•)
^  n̂rFT
^  f  I ^  ^ ’TfRJTT nfvft ^
?5Rr 3rf%W$T  ̂ ^ ^<1'^
^  ^  ^  ^  r r  ^

«nir f  » ^  ^  ^  ^
3 T T W  ^  ^  ^

T I T  ^  ^  T I T  ^  3 r iV  S ir ?

^  ^  =TT%T w r  3 T ^  ^ 3 T T I

^=5*?  ̂ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  3 T ^  ^
4 , o t M  if  2hr ^  ^  s k  ^

flTRf^ * f  f T T T ^  ? T 5 n f f ^  T^T^TtT ^

^  ^  ^  ^ T ? T ^  ^

^  ^  1 ^  Ntrfor sppf ^  r i  f  \
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^ r r a f  j f  ‘
^  ^  f  I ^
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P̂TT w  ?T5̂
^  ^  ^  ^  
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^  ^  3nft ^r*n^ ^

U T  ^ F  ^  ^  ^  3 T ^

^rter f ,
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^rriW ^  ^  ^  ^  ;pnr i f  ^tirarw ^  

WfT̂  1̂ , T^r i f  ^  ^  ^  ^  T^

^  ^  ^  iTFf^ ^  I

i f  ^  ^  ift ^  ^jttTT c ;

hra* ^  #511? i f  ^  ^vm 
1 ^  3(T?ff i f  tr^ ^  w r f i  #  I

«tt frf ^  ^  ^
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3rft ?iT #RT? Tf ^
^  «F^ I ^

t  I ^  TTPmr ^  =h>4iui mrTT if, 

JTpn- Tcnhn ^mr ^  ^
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?JT?r vif^FT f i r  i r ^  ^  ^fwart*
^  f=TTTfw a rm ^ ^  ^  I <TfT

SPPT fTT ^  Ti t  \ ^  aRT-

V?HTT^ a|--(JV> cfdl' ?  I
^hr, vi-qî  ^

^  ^ ?cn3 « r ^  3Tfr ^nnr
T? ?T^ art^

^  f 5 T ^  ̂  ?en5 ^  ^  3̂ ^  ar^
^(TPr f  I ^  arnr ^ 0  15^0

arto H 'T ^  i 5H ^  ^  ^  <=i)5*11 

^  ^ 0  ipro arto ^  atm ^nrw  f  

tsih ^ 0  ipro arto ^  ^ n r w  fW  ^

^ 6 5̂TFT I cTT ^  ^ Ĥ T ^ H d  *T̂ f ^  1 dfTR

^  an^ ^ 0  1 ^ 0  arto f i r  ŵm 
^  ^  T'^nfor fHT ^  a n ^ -

3̂  5irar #  I

^  ^  iT^ ^  r̂ art̂

I 'd« l̂ »1 4l?ti ^

ajR' ^  irt*^ ^  14
WRT <Tî c? ^  I arf̂  >sî i 'si'J'̂ i ^  

iT  ̂ ^ ^
^rrrt i  ^  f , ^  w ^  jrfV- 

M V  f i r  ^ r ^  wm ^  ^  ^  w ^ ^
afl VpT ^  ^-KRf ^ ift ^
^  H  f  I i#3?r^ ^  ^  ^

^  ^  ^  ^  a n r ^5̂

T T g r ^  ^  f  I i m M

•ifw^r ^  ^TRRir j f  ? if f  T? ?r ^  ^

^TfT f̂FTT ^  I ^  ^♦I'l

^  w ^  a r^ rfT ^
^ n w  ^  Hrfi'311 ? i ’̂  rti f*rr^ r̂̂ r̂-

^  ^FT k̂r ^ «̂ cii«<i 
PfjRr aiFTT I Mil'll

^ i^ H  <sm 1
F R ^  ^vTRTT ^  «T^^T ^  I

^  f ^  *1^ ^ H n i, art*? ^  ^Tf

^H^i c[ ^  wi*ii?q'^ T̂3r ^ ^  
rk̂ ft I 's ^  ^  ^  ^  ii ri\ f  ^ iT ^  

H^«ii ?'i'i»><!itu ^ ^  T̂̂ RTT
i m M  5 ff^ ^  wr ^

W T f  ^  HTT^r^ ^  ^  ITFT airST 
?rt ^>rr artV ^r^r ^  Fvrt" f̂ T̂cT 

^  FlI’TT I '

Trtarr ^  ^  anf  ̂ ^r>jR ^  4

^  ^  n r  ^  ^  ^  T5T^
JT̂  i  ^  ¥rrt^»R^ ^  4

I ^ I ^  Wv^
^  ? T ^  ^  ^r^irr i

VR T ^  h '^ w  f  ^  i m M  5̂
^  ^  ^  ^aiT ^  PRT *f̂
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r w  fhiT I fsrer ̂  utrM

r*n^ ^  ^  f  ^  w ?  3̂TT
^  r W  ^  ^  iT  ̂ HFT f  I ^
5EFÎ  ^  1̂ T̂T*{r̂  ^
T̂ eî i ^  WRfĥ fi ^  nrfy ^
?TT ^  ^  3Tfvir^ TW^
^  13̂  an^mrf^ ^  ^ strt

f ir r  >sMVH'=i4Ni'5 ^  f^Thr fqrerr
#  I ^  TTOFT ^  ^   ̂ ^  ^

3rft irh h ^  T̂  a iw  
^  ^  ^ R ili I ^  TT*

f=T% ^  ^  ^  q 7 ^  w m  ^
^  ^  TIT f  ^
^  ^  ^  f ,  3if? apn 
^  ?2Rb̂ - ^77  ̂ f  ^  ^  ^  ^TTMsT^ 

^  T̂vTT «IW, 5iÎ 4)fSRIT ^  T̂cTT 
n̂̂ T, %  ̂ ^  ^nr «i» ?*i’m ^  wr^

«Sr  ̂ ^  Hi ni ^FT, C*T >dti't>l I
f ir  ^  ^  ^  f  innn)

^  \j M?'i'=i<ti'iî  ?<=f) tO ^  <̂M ^  IPT9" 
^  51^, 5 ^  SRT ^  f̂ T̂ Eft ^  ?T  ̂ ^
5nr ■qciiMi ^  r̂ T ^ 1

soiiFr ^  ^ ^  ^  ^  ^
^nnr ^  HiTififm" ^3it f  >dt<̂ i ^

I vji^M«+ ^  t»*^«'<r

^ \d ̂  W^nfif^ ^  *1),̂  3iTvlf^  ̂ 1̂  ^
j f  ^  ?Hcî *i' n̂rsTT 1  ̂ ^fj 

^  3TTT ^  ^ if^nra- ^  ^  ^

«n ^  ^  T^ ^  I
5 ♦li'ii f^ncfi ^  ^hr

^  3nrprk ?T  ̂ rwT #  I
r̂*PT5 ^  3TT̂  fU  tiH*niy

w hr^  ^  T̂psptr f ^  armN^
!

r̂ TTî  j t v t r  ^  ^  ^

^  ^  f  I ^  ^raf

TŴ t ^ P T lf^  ^  ^  I

f  I ^  f , ^  I q r ^
w T ^  ^  ^  r* r  ^  i f  H

^  f  3rh f^ r ^

^  ^  ^raf
^  ^  3rtiR ^ it ^  yH*l'

?ir, fTFf ^  ^  anft
TTVIFT TJEI  ̂ ^

^  PJTT ’T^9" ÎTfT ^  

3lft IJ^HT W ^  V!\ I

^  *fH î T^ ^  ?rr ^
ij?<d'̂ i 3rf*? an̂ Nn* ^  >̂>n ^ j

^  'dr'D  ̂ ^  *hHm Vi/hr vVhr <j<cH 
fl" I ^  ^TRV ^  f lK ^  ^

^5^ ^  ^̂ ?hr 'an<̂ < r̂̂ 57TT ^ I ^
5T?r ^  ^  ^  2f3i 3TT̂  f ;  I onrftvr
^ ^ 4  4  wnr^^ HfjT ^rok r*r

^  ^  ^  -qiesd * r
fTT ^  FTS5 c*)'̂  ̂ Ti ^  ^  ^  ^

if" ^  I a fn ^
^  ^TF^?tr r ^  ^  I ^  HPT 

2f)T ^  ^  ^ i r  ^  HPT 

^  ^  ?5 W  f ,  ^  ^  ^  ^
^ fhn 3T>̂ rT

t i w  ^  sfifgTif ^Tv^ftrcT s p w f ,

3f)T f i w  #  I ^  q ;? k  3if^ 3mVN>i 

^  3fjT t^T^RHT l ^ W  5̂f̂  H;fH q7 it ,

HTT'Sr ^  f t ,  ^  ^  ^ nft TT3  ̂ 5T^ 

1 3pft 3rmfh7T ^  ^  m iV F T H

^  HWnmr ^  f w

^gfrqr 1 fH- f  bfi t ^ W  ^

<H€î  ̂ ^  ^  I ?TT ̂  ^  -qt^n ^
3 m V i^  3lf^ ?EnH- ^  fsRift ^

1T ^  ^  H H F fm  f t  ^  1 ^  w^
w ^  4  ^  ^  ^
^  3lft ?rf  ̂ ^
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i  ^  ^  ^  fsp TO
?Tfl^ ^ fcT®!’ HRTT ^

I v b t i+ i  ^  i

^   ̂*\ ’d n̂rd" ^  1

w f r M
«ĥ *Ti -qi^ni ^  *f ^  ^
=11̂  3Hinf ^  ^  rwr #  I ?rf r^

r i f , ^  r̂rfnr ^  
^  ^  3rf=nT  ̂ iV i w  # 1  ^  

^  fTR" y*T«̂  ̂ ^  ^  ^  ^
^  ^  7F #  ^  ^ ^  ^  3TVITf?51
^ fiar 3ryr*f^ ^  ^*ii/

^  ^  2 F ^  5T  ̂ ^  W?IT I

^ ^rrnr 1 M  nrrar
r ^  ^  3!T̂  ift  ̂ ?r^

it̂ , R 4k\ ^
ttt̂ Td«4i T̂RTTSRT ^ ^
WOT anr asW ^  ^  f  \ 

^  3F9ntf̂ ĥr T̂Rif fsren? ?®r«f
f ’TTT anr  ̂ ^  ariV anrf ^  ?f 
fW'Vf m Nw? ^Tif ^

^  w^ =T?fhrT l̂efT
3F9rf^^hr f̂ T9T?

*4)<Hi ^  fhn I ^  «bi<ui giTsr
r*mr ^  ptft fi- w  #  i
^  PiK 1TWTT îr:f̂  ^  w w  3̂rr f ,  <rfr^ 
'3 f̂T^TcIT?r *15 ^  ̂ TTW ^  I  ̂t i?d ^

5 *< ^  ^7 )̂T $ ̂  ̂
WT^ f  3Tf*? fiT f ir  ^  ^

w H  ha ? w  ^
^  srra* ^  ^>Ww ^  7  ̂ if, ^  ^ ”
?nT il ' xrfTTJRT ^  I

Shri Raghuramaiah (T^iali): I am 
sorry Mr. Mukerjee is not here, I 
would have liked him to be here. I 
appreciate very much his references 
to our Prime Minister and the great 
tribute he has paid that tJie Prime
Mnister knows more than anybo<iy 
else on this side. It is only an echo

Of the worldwide tribute that is slow
ly pouring in, but he seems to imply 
that as compared to some Members 
on this side of the House, he (Mr 
Mukerjee) knows a little bit more,
I wish he had proved that, but the 
reference he made to Malaya and the 
attitude taken up by the Colombo 
Conference belies that. I would draw 
your attention, Sir, to a portion of 
the statement issued by the Prime 
Ministers* Conference. It reads as 
follows:

“The Prime Ministers discussed 
the problem of colonialism which 
they regretted still existed in vari
ous parts of the world. They were 
of the view that continuance of 
such a state of affairs was a viola
tion of fundamental hiiman rights 
and a threat to the peace of the 
world.”

I do not know how else one could 
cordemn the colonial ^stem lii Itŝ  
entirely^ Unlike Mr. Mukerjee, we 
dt» (not /distiniguisii between British 
colonialism and any other colonialism^ 
We havd no ĵjartiality towards any 
particular colonialism, either of re
cent types or of ancient types. We 
detest colonialism and we have never 
hesitated to condemn it in any quarter 
where it may find itself. Mr. 
Mukerjee*s comment in this nu.tter 
shows only a certain attitude of mind 
which is always obsessed by feelings  ̂
of one-sidedness. I a^ee that Mr. 
Mukerjee knows a lot more than some 
of us, but only in certain subjects. 
He knows, for instance, more about 
Russian policy than Malenkov him
self knows. I agree and do not dis
pute that, but whether he knows all 
sides of the picture, I leave it to the 
House to judge and to those Members 
who have been following his speeches.

Having said that, I must express 
my surprise at the reference he made 
to Buddha. The Deputy Leader of 
the Communist Party made a refer
ence to Buddha and his peaceful 
preachings. Even that of course I 
appreciate and I do not want to 
make «ny comment on that. It is
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good they (the Commimists) are
i-ooikmg? to Buddha. Probably their 
mind, with the spread of communism 
to china, is now turning more to 
Confucius and Buddha. We weLco*me 
that and we do hope there will be a 
•change in their overall policy also. 
On one matter, however, I am inclined 
to agree with him and that is in rela
tion to the Conference now going on 
in Geneva. I think and I feel strong
ly that we have a right to be there. 
When I say ‘we’, not only India but 
■everyone of the Prime Ministers who 
assembled recently at Colombo, has 

a right to be there, and perhaps we 
have a much greater right than some 
Of the countries who are there. We 
are more intimately connected with it  
As the Prime Minister said, the deci
sions taken there will have ultimate
ly to get the approval and co-operation 
of all the nations of Asia. From that 
context, we should have been there, 
in fact, there are some nations there 
■which should never have been there. 
There is a feeling that some of the 
nations who have assembled there 
have been trying to sabotage the 
Conference. They are anxious to see 
that the Conference does not succeed; 
they are anxious to see that a kind of 
military intervention becomes possible. 
I am̂  referring, Sir, to the recent policy 
of Mr. Dulles. His policy reminds one 
of the Damocles’ sword; of the mailed 
fist theory of the olden times. He 
seems to think that Asian nations can 
be coerced into agreement. His whole 
approach has been objectionable; it 
has of course been publicly criticised 
in very many capitals of the world. 
IVhile we have .been anxious for a 
peaceful settlement of the Korean and 
Indo-China issue at the Geneva table, 
while very many nations there have 
joined us and echoed our sentiments 
here is Mr. Dulles going about from 
“Washington to London, Paris etc. 
asking for joint intervention, military 
intervention in Indo-China, and 
having not quite succeeded in that, 
because, fortunately, the British seem 
to have taken a little more moderate, 
a little more human view in this

matter,—he is now trying to bam
boozle the Conference into an agree
ment by pushing forward this South
East Asian Defence Pact idea.

The situation today is very extra
ordinary. In this morning’s papers 
we were surprised to see two contra
dictory positions. While you read the 
proceedings of what is happening in 
Geneva, you will find that slowly, by 
and by every country there is coming 
to realise the necessity and the urgency 
of a cease fire. In fact, the Russian 
Government,—has agreed for a neut
ral supervision in Indo-China. Mr. 
Eden has put forward some pertinent 
suggestions so far as Indo-China is 
concerned, one of them indicating a 
cease fire arrangement and the cir
cumstances in which the various com
batants could withdraw to certain 
defined positions. While that climate 
of peace is slowly being developed 
there news comes from the United 
States that they are pushing ahead 
with arrangements for South-East 
Asian Defence Pact. They go a step 
further than Mr. Churdhill and 
the British Government. The British 
Government, leaving aside all contra
dictions, talk only of conversations 
with a view to explore the possibili
ties of this pact; but the United States 
seems to emphasise that there have 
been not only conversations, but a 
definite decision .by certain countries 
in this respect. There is also a piece 
of news in this morning’s newspapers 
that the United States and France 
have agreed to enter into discussions 
which will make it possible for a iĉ int 
military intervention in Indo-China. I 
hope, Sir, that the nations of the world 
will not allow this kind of attitude. 
At any rate, we the people of Asia 
should not allow this interference with 
a possible peaceful settlement of the 
issue.

Not only that, Sir, the very approach 
of the United States in this matter 
comes in for considerable criticism 
and we cannot help it. They think 
that peace is a thing which they can
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impose on the world around by fling
ing a NATO there and a PATO and 
a SEATO here—by PATO I rel€ff to 
American military aid to Pakistan 
and Turkey. They forget that the 
best safeguard for peace in Asia is to 
leave it to the Asiatic countries them
selves to solve their problems. But 
then, Sir, they (the Americans) are too 
much obsessed by this anti-communism. 
Those of us who have had any occa
sion to read the Jedd Report, the re
port of the American Congressmen 
who went to China, know what exa^y 
is the mental approach of the United 
States in this matter. They have 
given their view, with reference to 
Oeneva, that while they wish the 
Conference every success, they feel 
that one essential condition for the 
success of the Conference is good faith 
on the part of the nations assembled 
there and that the one evidence of 
that good faith wfll be the destruction 
of communism in China. They seem 
to be, therefore, more particular about 
the communist form of government 
being erased from China than really 
aJbout the peace of the world.

We are a democratic people. We 
are opposed to communism: we do
not approve of it in this country. But 
then as our Prime M in i^ r made 
it very clear, it is for China to choose 
her own form of government and it 
is not for us or for anybody else to 
interfere. At the very beginning of 
xny speech I said, there has been a 
great echo of the foreign policy of 
this country in various parts of the 
world, especially its cardinal princi
ples, namely, non-interference of other 
nations in the affairs of Asian recog
nition of China as a member of the 
United Nations and cease fire in Indo
china. All these have been accepted 
in toto at Colombo.

Before I conclude, I would only 
like to refer. Sir, to the amazing 
statement of the Prime Minister of 
Portugal that once Goa is given free
dom it would be a ravaged country and 
not a bit of a nation. Sir, it is a 
very extraordinary statement coming 
from the Portuguese Prime Minister.

I happend to read something about 
Portugal the other day. I had a look 
at the kind of justice, at the kind of 
civilisation which Portugal has bro>ught 
to Goa. I am told that the adminis
tration there is being carried on by a . 
Governor-General assisted by a Coun
cil of 12 i>eople of whom 7 are nomi
nated and only 5 are elected. They 
are elected in a population of about 
7 tokhs by 40 voters, the richest 
magnates of that area. None of the 
Members of the Executive Council 
can bring up a matter without the 
prior permission of the Govemor- 
Gteneral. There is no freedom of 
speech there; there is no freedom of 
meeting. Without permission no meet
ing can be held, let alone political 
meetings. A meeting which was held 
once to express condolence on the 
death of the Father of the Nation was 
originally banned. I am told that even 
for issuing invitations for marriage 
one must get prior sanction of the 
Government of Portugal. There is 
absolutely no industry there. The 
only bank which is in operation there 
is the bank incorporated in PortugaL 
It takes deposits without interest. 
It lends very little; what little it gived 
is at an exorbitant rate of interest. 
The country is undeveloped and is 
greatly taxed; the natural re
sources are not harnessed; there are 
no proper roads, no proper sanitary 
arrangements; and as already said no 
freedom of speech, no political freedom 
and no economic improvement of any 
kind. For the Prime Minister of that 
great State to say in those circums
tances that once this great civilising 
influence of Portugal goes from Goa 
it would be a ravaged country and not 
a bit of a nation, is an extraordinary 
statement.

We have been of course, very mode
rate with regard to Portugal so far. 
But, I think, once the question of 
French possessions in India is settled, 
we must give it high priority. I agree 
with Shri Hiren Mukerjee that the 
patience of this country is being sorely 
tried by the attitude adopted by 
Portugal and Sir the sooner these
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foreign pockets are liquidated the 
better it will be.

Acharya Kripalani (Bhagalpur cum 
Purnea): Mr. Deputy-Speaker, I
have always felt that it is undesirable 
to have a discussion on foreign affairs 
in every session. This time it is 
twice in the same session. I would 
again repeat what I said on a former 
occasion that the foreign policy of the 
nation should be a national i>olicy. , 
Leaders of parties should sit together 
and discuss it and there should be as 
little discussion in the market place 
as possible. .This I suggest because 
sometimes words are spoken by indi
viduals and quoted out of context 
in other countries and such words 
may be misconceived to be the 
opdnioms of India. The foreigner 
does not generally know what section 
of opinion is represented by expres
sions used by some members here. I 
believe that India should speak in for
eign politics with one voice. This 
could be easily done by the dominant 
party taking into confidence the lead
ers of the opposite groups. I reaUse 
that there are many groups in Parlia
ment and collecting representatives of 
all groups and discussing interna
tional problems with them would 
again be like a discussion in the mar
ket place. It is for the Prime Minis
ter to decide what parties really are 
patriotic and national and whose opi
nion should coimt in foreign politics 
and leaders of such parties should be 
invited for joint discussion.

Why is it dangerous? I will give an 
example. Recently, we have entered 
—I do not say the Prime Minister has, 
I do not say the Government has, but 
I say India has entered into—a treaty 
with China. This treaty concerns the 
whole of India; it does not concern a 
party or a person. It affects us aU 
and we have to say something about 
it. We feel that China, after it had 
gone communist, committed an act of 
aggression in Tibet. (An Hon, Mem-’ 
her: Question).

An Him. Member: Did you commit 
aggression in Hyderabad?

Acbarya Kripalani: The plea is that 
China had the ancient right of suze
rainty. This right was out of date, 
old and antiquated. It was theoreti
cal; it was never exercised or very 
rarely exercised and even then theo
retically. It had lapsed by the flux 
of time. Even if it had lapsed it is 
not right in these days of democracy,, 
by which our communist fri^ ds 
swear, by which the Chinese swear  ̂
to talk of this ancient suzerainty 
and exercise it in a new ^ape in a 
country which has and had nothing 
to do with China. Tibet is cultural
ly more akin to India ^an it is to 
Ohinai, alt least c(Mnmurtist China, 
which has repudiated all its old 
culture. I consider this as much a 
colonial aggression on the part of 
China as any colonial aggression in
dulged in by Western nations. The 
definition of colonialism is this, that 
one nation by force of arms or fraud 
occupies the territory of another 
nation. In this age of democracy 
when we hold that aU people should 
be tree and equal, I say China’s occu
pation of Tibet is a dtfiberate act of 
aggression.

Whether certain nations commit 
aggression or are i>eaceful does not 
always concern us. But I say this,, 
in case of China and Tibet we are 
intimately concerned, because China 
has demolished what is called a buff
er State. In ilntemational pdLitics, 
when a buffer state is abolished .by 
a powerful nation, that nation is 
considered to have aggressive designs 
on its neighbours.

It is also said that in the new map 
of China other border territories like 
Nepal. Sikkim, etc. figure. This gives 
us an idea of the aggressive designs 
of China. Now let us see what the 
Chinese themselves did in the Korean 
war. As soon as the U.N. troops—or 
more truly, the American troops 
reached the borders of China, China
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fielt insecune and it immediatdy 
johied the Korean war. Even the 
mere approach of a foreign army to 
the borders of the country made China 
to participate in the Korean war. 
I refuse to believe Uhat Chinese had 
sympathy with North Korea. If their 
borders had not been endangered, 

they would not have bothered them
selves about this Korean business.

That is how they behave. I do 
not say that because China wanted 
to conquer Nepal we should have 
gone to war with it. It was possi
ble. But we did well in not going 
to war. But this does not mean that 
we should recognise the claim of 
China on Tibet. We must Aiow that 
it is an act of aggression against a 
foreign nation. It is as abominable 
as colonialisn of any Western Power.

Homing to Kashmir—I may say 
that I woula not like to talk of these 
things, but when a discussion on for
eign affairs is initiated one cannot 
refrain from saying what is m one’s 
mind—in Kashmir we trusted Sheikh 
Abdullah absolutely, and we spent 
millions of money. This went down 
the drain. The poor pieoole of 
Kashmir did not benefit. Not only 
was SheBkh |AJxluiUah allrpowerful 

in Kashmir, but he had vMy great 
influence in this capital of ours. 
No Department could refuse him any
thing because he was a special pet. 
Anything said against !him however 
justified was never listened to. I am 
afraid having put our faith in one 
man who let us down we are trsdng 
to repeat that kind of thing. Now 
it is the Bakshi Saheb who has be
come i>ur favourite. Wihatever he 
does is absolutely right and no ob
jection is raised. Recently Baksfhi 
Saheb declared Jaiprakash Narain 
to be an outsider. I was reminded 
of what happened in 1917 when 
Gandhiji went to Champaran. The 
"European jflanters there said that 
•Gandhiji had no right to go tJ> Behar 
•and that he was an outsider. It may 
not be quite on a par but it is in the 
same strain. While Jaiprakash 
Narain is an outsider, Dr, Ashraf

with his new foreign wife and I 
suppose a jConnmunist wife—is wel
come in Kashmir. It is very strange 
that ihe is not considered 'foreigner 
but a native of Kashmir.

Shri H. N. Mukerjee: On a point 
of order. Sir, is it permissible to refer 
by name to any particular person and 
his marital connections and make 
some oblique observations thereon?

Shri C. D. Pande (Naini Tal
Distt. cum Almora Distt.—South West 
cum Bareilly Distt. North): It is in
the manner of illustration of a fact.

BIr. Depnty-Speaker: I do not
think it is oblique at all. Now, in a 
question of foreign relations, in order 
to show how far our borders have 
been safeguarded, the attitude of an 
adjoining country, or a part of the 
Indian Union may be criticised. 
The person mentioned is a foreigner. 
He can say <liis with any other 
foreigner.

Shri M. S. Gumpadaswamy
(Mysore): He is not a national of
India.

Mr. Depoty-Speaker: How can the
hon. Member know that a particular 
person is a foreigner? To amjilify the 
illuetration he said this.

Shri Nambiar (Mayuram); The 
person about whom the reference has 
been made has no chance to defend 
himself here. We have never allow
ed such things and we have had a
convention already in this respect.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I agree,
but what is the misconduct attribut
ed to this? There is nothing of that 
kind. All that was said was that 
the Kashmir Government allowed 
another foreigner, while Jaiprakash 
Narain, a native of India, was not 
allowed to go in there. I do not 
think it is irrelevant.

Acfaarya Kripalaxii: Sir, the
House can see how sensitive our 
friends are. 'Riey had nothing to 
say when Bakshi Saheb declared 

Jaiprakash Narain to be an outsider. 
Then it must be remembered that
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[Acharya Kripalani]
J a ip ra k a sh  N ara in  sp ok e  abou t th e  
con tin u ed  deten tion  Of S h eik h  A b d u l
lah , o n ly  in  con n ection  w ith  c iv il  lib er 
ties. O u r fr ien d s , w h en  a n y  on e  of 
th em  is im p rison ed  w ith ou t trial, 
ra ise  a 'h ow l a b ou t c iv il  liberties , I 
h u m b ly  te ll m y  fr ien d s  that it is this 
th at m ak es  th e ir  w ord s  and  co n d u ct  
su sp ic iou s . T h e y  b e lie v e  in  a du a l 
m o ra lity , on e  fo r  th em selves and  an
oth er  f o r  th e ir  opp on en ts. T h e y  o n ly  
th in k  in  term s o f  d e fe n d in g  co m 
m u n ism  in  R u ssia  and  e lsew h ere .

Shri BL N. Mokerjee: That is abso
lutely wrong.

Acharya Kripalani: I am an old
professor and my friend is a new pro
fessor. My knowledge may be anti
quated and may be out of date. I 
yield to Prof. Mukerjee as having up- 
to-date knowledge. But, I say this 
that Russians manage their affairs 
quite well. Take for instance this 
hydrogen bomb. The Americans 
made experiments, but they made 
them so carelessly tiiat they were dis
covered. But, Russians made experi
ments in hydrogen bomb and nothing 
was discovered.

Shri H. N. Mukerjee: They wanted 
to have a ban on it.

Acharya Kripalani: They wanted to 
ban it and they did not make any ex
periments ! I am only saying how 
clumsy the Americans are and how 
clever the Russians are. I am only 
paying a compliment to the favourites 
of my friend; but he neither wants 
criticism nor would he accept a compli'- 
ment. I am sure, if America had 
managed its affairs as well as Russia 
did, our Prime Minister would have 
had no occasion to issue a statement 
about the hydrogen bomb. That is 
apart. What I was saying’ is that we 
ihave got to be very careful about 
these matters.

I must say that I also fail to under
stand what has happened in this one 
month and a half since we discussed 
foreign affairs that necessitated an
other discussion on the same subject. 
It is true that conferences have been

recently held. Take the Geneva Con
ference: I £im afraid the participants 
in it do not know where they stand or 
where they would be standing. How 
does it benefit us to discuss the ques
tion raised there, here. Then recently 
there was the Asian Prime Ministers’ ̂
Conference; a very important Con
ference indeed. I think it was in pur
suance of the idea of consolidating a 
third area of peaceful nations. If it 
was so, it was too late, because, when 
there was a greater area of neutral 
nations, we took no steps to consoli
date it. An Asian Prime Ministers’" 
Conference without, what is called the 
Near East, without Japan, without 
even China, does not become an Asian 
conference. What has been the result 
of this conference? It is that the 
Prime Ministers agreed upon the 
common minimum. What was the 
minimum? The minimum was words 
and generalities and platitudes with
out any substance. The whole con
ference was vitiated by the presence 
of the Pakistan Prime Minister, who 
had already pledged himself to the 
American bloc, who had already dec
lared allegiance to one of the power 
blocs. I can safely say that if things 
become a little more hot, Ceylon will 
not be as neutral as she appears to 
be today; nor will Indonesia be. How
ever, it was a useful conference. It 
added to the prestige of India and 
Ceylon.

When I have said all this, I must 
iadd that I am in general agreement 
with the principles of the policy we 
are following in our foreign affairs 
imder the leadership of our Prime 
Minister, though sometimes it would 
appear that we are more powerfully 
influenced by England. We are 
following the line chalked out for us 
by England. Sometimes when 
England cannot say many things 
about America loudly and says them 
in whispers, we come to England’s 
help and say them loudly. I agree 
with my friend Prof. Mukerjee that 
w*hile in the Prime Ministers’ Confer
ence at Colombo mention was made 
about French colonial possessions in 
Tunisia and Morocco, no mention was
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made about the English colonial pos
sessions in Malaya and Kenya where 
worse things are happening than in 
Tunisia and Morocco. We may follow 
a line that is in conformity with that 
of England if it benefits our country. 
But it is not always so. Even where 
we derive no benefit we toe the line 
of England. What does England her
self do? It was and is the greatest 
propagandist against us so far as the 
Kashmir question is concerned. To
day it stands in our way on the ques
tion of the trial of war prisoners in 
Japan. We gain nothing by following 
England. We needlessly raise a sus
picion that we are in the leading 
strings oS England. I do not think 
this is so merely because we are in 
the Elmpire or rather in the Common
wealth and because of our old asso
ciations with England but also because 
of our Prime Minister’s associations, 
of all sorts, with England.

I have said that I agree with the 
policy of neutrality or what is called 
dynamic neutrality or, better still, 
the policy of non-alignment with the 
two power blocs. If that is really our 
policy I humbly submit that we will 
have to give more attention to deve
loping our economy. I am sorry that 
so far we have relied for our econo
mic advance upon the money we get 
from America. If we really want to 
have an independent foreign policy, 
we should consider American money 
as good as tainted. As soon as pos
sible, and progressively, we must do 
away with this foreign help and in
crease and use our resources. And 
if we are to muster our resources, we 
must see that we eliminate as much 
of foreign interests in our commerce 
and industry as possible. What has 
been our economic policy? It has 
been that in one shape or another we 
are introducing and encouraging fresh 
foreign interests. Our tea trade is in 
foreign hands. Our oil is absolutely 
in the hands of foreigners. A good 
deal of our banking and our insurance 
is in the hands of foreigners. Our ex
port trade is. almost entirely in the 
hands of foreigners. Foreigners are 
starting companies called ‘*India Ltd.,”

for the manxifacture of all sorts of. 
things—things which we could manu
facture ourselves if we were a little 
more careful. Unless we eliminate 
these foreign interests in tea, oil, rub
ber, banking, insurance, etc., it will 
not be possible for us ultimately to 
follow an independent foreign policy 
and convey the message of our good
will to the people of the world and 
impress upon tihem the idea that we 
stand for peace, that we stand for the 
freedom of nations, that we stand for 
democracy.

Shrimati Da Palchoudhury (Naba- 
dwip): When I hear some of the 
speeches in this House on foreign 
affairs, I am reminded of a story that 
is credited to Gladstone. Gladstone 
once took a little child to the House 
of Commons. As every one knows,, 
the House of Commons began with 
prayers. The child afterwards asked 
Gladstone “Why does the House of 
Commons begin with a prayer?” And 
he said: “Well, the Speaker looks at 
the Members and he prays for the 
country.” I imagine you yourself 
must feel that way sometimes.

A large part of India feels today 
that people are one with the Prime 
Minister in his foreign policy. It has 
been given to India to understand 
the difficulties of all struggling nations 
for she has gained that sympathy by 
passing through fire herself.

It is strange that there is very  ̂
often fear expressed about American 
expansionism, but in all honesty, is 
this fear any greater than from some 
other countries? Anyway, any threat 
of this kind has been met by our atti
tude of non-alliance with any power 
block.

The fundamental objective of the 
foreign policy of India is peace.— n̂ot 
only because in itself it is desirable  ̂
but peace because it is an absolute 
economic necessity for India, to get 
ahead with her nation-building pro
gramme. For this world peace is also 
a condition. A world-war of any kind 
would absolutely cripple any aid that 
we need to carry on our own recon
struction efforts.
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[Shrimati Ila Palchoudhury]
It may appear that we have asso

ciated ourselves more closely with the 
'Countries of the Western world and 
-questions may arise as to whether 
"this ties our hands in any way in 
international councils an<i would pre
sent us with the onus of voting with 
a country even though we may not 
agree with that country’s point of 
view. But that argument has been 
;set at nought many times by India 
expressing her views to the world 
fearlessly, whenever necessary. It 
must be borne in mind that economic 
co-operation does not necessarily lead 
to political alignment with any group, 
whereas political domination invaria
bly leads to economic domination. 

3*eace to us does not mean a romantic 
platitude, but a vital necessity. It is a 
political necessity too, for without 
peace, we cannot establish democracy. 
In fact, democracy would be over
thrown, and such elements as seek to 
disrupt peace in any sphere what
soever internally in India have just 
this in mind, namely the overthrowing 
of democracy or at least the creating 
of conditions for such a disruption. 
Hence, we should always follow with 
-all the power at our command a path 
of djmamic and peaceful neutrality, 
^ e  may be lonely but we will be on 
“the right path.

May I submit that, to my mind, a 
-cultural approach bears imimagined 
dividends? Cultural contacts may be 
more effective and may create better 
friendships than political contacts 
sometimes. They can never take the 
-place of diplomatic relations, but they 
can always supplement them. The 
•cultural arm of our diplomatic ser
vices can be used more effectively for 
-creating an interest and knowledge 
about India in foreign countries and 
for interpreting her whole outlook in 
a fuller way to the world.

Cultural contacts between India and 
 ̂ ^ ia  are centuries old, and 

thousands of years ago, medicine, 
-astrology, chemistry and mathematics 
have all been enriched, and have re
ceived vital contributions from the 
servants of India, Arabia and Egypt.

There is much scope for strengthening 
cultural contacts. It bears wide and 
satisfying results. If our embassies 
abroad are better equipped to make 
these personal cultural contacts, a 
great deal of disagreement would tend 
to be ironed out and wider areas of 
mutual understanding would result

Let us put forward all the colour, 
beauty and thought of India to the 
world, and the world will surely be 
drawn to us in a closer and more 
pleasant relationship. It is entirely 
true that while we read history, we 
make history, and that history will be 
a good one for India, if there is diplo
macy with clear thought on the one 
side, and a planned cultural approach 
on the other. The whole philosophy 
of India can be summed up in one 
small saying which has been very well 
expressed in French. The philosophy 
of India is ‘Etre et pass Avoir’, i.e. 
‘To Be and not To Have’. If this 
India’s challenge to the world is pre
sented in all its implications, the 
world will surely take it up in friend
ship and goodwill.

9T0 ^0  9 ^
arnr ^  q i W  ^

^  ^  rpft #  I ^  ^  w

^  TO ^  ^  I ^

^  3fnr trhrPT
^ ^  w i n  ^

^  spiRT S9ITE7TT TO ^  ^

arrr ^  sp-rr ^  ^

^  ^  ?TR ^  ^
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^  •=?><^  ^  cihrf
^  ^  ilFRTT ^  >ai^l

^TRenrarf ^  ^  ^  artw r
Tqi I ^  <T>  ̂HI H?rtn ^RRT ^  ^

# T  ^ arvifN- f  I ^
3TTW f , 3nr 5̂̂
^  ^  ^  l i g w  T5T ^
^?^’4 ?tI 3frr >dti*r ^
^  ^  ^  ^  ^
^  cb̂ 'all ^  <«r<3l ^  *̂rP? vJtfl ^  ^
??n?T ^T?TT «?T I

^  ^  ^  ^  ff̂ TWRT »T?Sr
3rtV ^v»(ff TfT m xfi?-i î‘

^  <1 "|H( ^T^, *1 fvr®T̂  WTrrt" ^
^  ^  f^r?iT I f q r ^

^  3F^ IT ̂  ?Er̂  ̂ TF̂ JR̂ r̂  ^  V̂ ?d '̂
^  3nw ^  ^  ^

^  ?if ^  't 
3F^ 4" 3nw 

>5<4nji ^T§ ^  ^  T̂PT I ^

"^inrh #, ^gWi ^  ^
ĴTPT rft <3lf? ^  *ilHcil 3pfî  ^

?T̂ r ?RT IT^
^  3̂TT h ra ^  ^  tJh-ĉ ---̂
Ti'^ *T ,̂ 1 ^  r̂ *«t̂  ^  |1T^

^  ?5f> i r ^  ^
3lf? TmFi ^  q>Ww ^  ^

^  ^  5tl ^  H?Rn
^  I arrr :

“In 1895, the Commissioner of 
the Rajshahi Division was told 
flatly at Yatimg that as the con
vention was made by the Chinese 
only, the Tibetan Government re
fused to recognise it” .

^  ^  ^  ^  I ^  ^
^  J?Rn^ ^  3TTf^ I ^  ^

xfln pt)iT«-r̂  ?rt ^  '=̂ \̂  4^I ^ 
Tnr*r ^  1 ^  ^

^  fTT <1^  ^
t ,  w ^  ^ 5 ^  ^  #  I l i r

197 L.S.D.

^  ^^=#4 ? W  gkoiT ^
5ri^ ^  I ^3^  ^

ItM =tN  ‘ T̂TT̂ ' ^  ^
?r«TT

f W  i k r  «IT, ^  ? f R I T  ? w

«TT I 3̂" ? t T ^

jtttt̂  I ^  ^  ^  5T^ ? i r  I 
^  ^ ?̂ nara- 3rhr^  ^  ^

IT^ =T  ̂ T5HT #  I \W ^ ^  ^  
^  3(l5b *î \ ĥlT ^ ^ \̂>M<, 3rf̂
^  qi 3 r fy ^  Eiffw w ^  f  ^  
^  ?5ET?rî T̂  ^  ?seM  ̂ ^  ^  
f  ^  ^  ^  P̂Tl ^  *̂icij||
3lf? ^  3fFT̂  tii+i'i <<3̂ 1 I
t̂ ssRT ^ ^nn ^  ^  3̂TT
^  1 ^  3rf̂  3R ^f^
sf M W  ?TT ?rs5 w  ^ 3TRT

jf ^  #  :

“ In 1911-12 when Tibet was 
under the 13th Dalai Lama, there 
was a declaration for full sovereign 
rights and there was no talk of any 
allegiance to China”.

fcR ^  ^  ^  arn- ^
T-alŜ) ^  1̂  :

“Tibetans feel that racially, cul
turally and geogiaphically they are 
far apart from the Chinese. The 
conquest of Tibet by China will 
only enslave the country” .

^  f  :

“As long as the people of Tibet 
are compelled by force to become 
a part of China against their will 
and consent, the invasion of Tibet 
will be the grossest instance of the 
violation of the weak by the 
strong.”
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Dr. Lanka Sundaram (Vishakha-
patnam): Who said this?

^0 :T ib e ta n a ls

^  I ^  f  \W^
3nFft 3TRT  ̂ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^3^

3 T R -^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  >

^  ^  Wl̂ lcTT 'n^-^K if  F̂|T
sTT i ^  ^

^ efW ^ ^

5̂  ^  ^  ^  ^ “N;  ^  r̂tvT

^  ^  ^  ^  ^  *

^  3TT^ ^  ^  ^  f ,  ^
f  3!W 3̂̂  ^

grr^ ^  ^  ^  r ^  ^  ^
^  ^  #  I

f̂tvo- ^  ^  ^

^  ^  <  ‘
^  'ra^ ®>'̂ i ^
f i

aF^rrN^hr ^ ^  ^  ^ *

grm^ ^  ^
5RT ^  ^ ^  ^  ^
^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^

^  ^  ^ ^  i^RTf
^  ^  W  f  ^  ^  7T5? 1̂ 5
^  T̂? ^  r*T^ ^  ^  ^

^  *

tr̂  ^  ^  tN  ^  ^
^ vrm^ ^

^  ^  ^  'TRTT ^  ^
3 T ^  ^  ^  ^  Jnrrnf i f

?v5P ^  ^  I 'd1**>T ^
^  ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ ^

yTspy if  li  ̂ 3nr®̂  tiiM-i ^

f  ^  r*TT̂  ^  T̂iTPTr
#  ^  ?Er̂ r T̂ ^  F̂SFtr r ; ^  f  1 W’̂ r^
^  ?vF ^  ^5^ T?r #  3!Fr i
^  cf)l^?>f^ ^  *̂ Tff5fW’ f  I w ^  ^
JT̂  ^  3T̂  Ti" W  fcT^ #  ^

^  ! aiTT n̂r r̂hrf 4  ^rn ^  
iW ^  :ni7 Tf \ ^  ^  ^

^  ^  ^  ^  I
^  ^  irf ^  ^  êrerr

f  ^  TT 'T ^  c; I

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is it in
Russian?

Dr. S. N. Sinha: Yes, it is in 
Russian. I will rearl it to you in the
original Russian.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Hon. Mem
bers would like to hear some portions 
in Russian.

wo fT̂ ro ^ o  ?5T^ f  ^
^  ^Tcl̂  fsT^rw 3fft

VI :

WelW ^  f  ^  W^
vifh^ ^  \ ^  w^ ^

R̂T f  I ^  r*f ^
^ ?V ! ^  ^  f  f

«♦» I «♦/?<;< ^hrf^T  ̂ <̂ R* ^
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Hmr f  I ^  ^  f  fTRT ^

T̂’TTR" ^  ^  1

5R snq- ^  r»T ^
^  ^ T ^f 7 ^  i W  qm^nH ^  f̂rcr

#  ? ^  <sm in w  ^  ^  ^
<,i"r̂ -̂ )u| f  1 ^  C^d/f>W ^  I

1^9^ T̂TT *T  ̂ ĤTfT
'sî  ri<̂) T̂PT fyr^nr ^  ^

^  I ^  ^  ^
<?>i*f ^>T^ ^  I >d»19>1

^  3IT?Pr ^  I ^  

i f  ^ ^ ?H W  ^  ^  f^'^dK aiTir

?TRTT T«<ITcr) ^  ^hsRT ^  I

fiT^ îrî JH fhrr ^ PniV*̂
^  ^  ^TRT f  1 ^

^  ^  ^  'H'q̂<=t>l i f  ?T?f  ̂ W)l*'3| 5T^

3ITW  ^  ^  I ??raT #  ‘t ^
ĉrll̂ f, 5 ^W ^   ̂*1 *1^  Mj<!ll t1*?> ̂

H  ^  ^  ^  WW ^  TNjVqT ^
3rî

?fFcRT^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^

r^T I q? fTV i f
arfsjif’T^ srniin ^  3tt 

hm^ i f  n ^  iN h;of 5^
1̂^1 xTW 41®* 5 *1 ̂  ^7 T̂HTŴTT ^

fW ?  ^hrr ^  3nRT f^^rfor
f ^ r ^  3if? ?n ^mrm ^

f^^rfi ^lisi I ”

3Pf ^  ^ M i V)I*'a( i f  3IT

fira- w  #  I 3rft 3̂̂ ^  3Rn ^ iTgnr^n r 

3ff? 3imciifr 3rf? «hd+Ti ?R) q?

TfT f  I ^  ^  r*TT^ ^  ^  ^  ^  
iftrT q? ^  I ^  ^frr ^  ^  i f ^  ^  

T'iR ^  ^  ^nir
VT^ I fTFpl’ \d*i«*)l tfhr fsrn ^  
ĵlT̂ Trf ^  ?T^ V<î i, eifSTTf ^

. ^  f'lTeTT I ^(qd

^  q j ^  ^  q^ir i f  m \̂ w  1 ^mir 
'l^'^l ^  ^  tll5®l ^  ?d«i^ ^ 
3TT  ̂ ^3T^ ^  cfHy^

^  I ^nq^ 15^  ^  ^  •x <rJ

^  ^  i ^  T^^i

3rf? w ^  ^  w  ̂ ^  ri f  
^iM'i ^rq ^  ^  'sim' f^pqr ^  i >d*̂ l ^r^r 

H  3nq- 3̂̂  ^  r i  f  ^

^  3fi  ̂  ̂Ml/ ’tf> M< STr l̂T^R qn fl| 

f  \ ^  ^  iR f  ^  ^  f

arf? ctW  ^  3iTq^ 4)i?HHMhi ^
5W < 3IT^ q^ f̂hilT <i«ii ^  ^  I

^ n i ^  ^  ^ R H  i f  î ra- ^
snpft f̂tiTT q^ ^  ^  i f  a r ^  ^

4 i r t ^ P f T r q ^ q n ? i | ^ i  ^  

q^9T iTTTcf qw ^  I fiTT^ qriP^ f q w r  

i f  a n r ^  ^  ^

i im  arf? i??r ^ w  #  fq;
3TT  ̂ ?3RRT î^fiqRT q>T «r>^-

^  f  ^IRT q̂ 5!T5g ?qWT ^
f I

if^ ^  qr^fr (qiV*) ^  qr^ i f  q̂" 

qr?r <^^*11 ^nnT c   ̂ ^nq^ ^  ^nr q>̂  

^f?y i f  f^ iT  n̂rq> ?qnrT ^  >d ^ +

^0 j A r r t  gTRn^Tri ^  #  arî  

aif? flIdMdJ ?snT? w ^  ^0 l?f?TW 

T̂RfTTnr q j^  3? q ^  fqnrr irqr

^  1 ?^SR IT̂ T? ?r^r ^  3Ttpf ctI^

iTT^ v̂ TrTT ^  M«bi< anq" q̂  

irq» f̂'qn ?q^ ^  \ ^**1^

f̂hrr q̂  ^  ^  qrni q? arrq^ q ^

^ iW ?  ^  f  I

q^ arrn^ irriTcTf i f  ^ 1

7^ ^  I if^ qr^ ti=r> ni ^  q̂> ^

^̂ rnqra- qn* ?5rrt ^n=q^ q)~̂ ? H ^

«ll5 < ^  cT^f ^  vJ tl*tl 'flllv’̂ p
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[iro ipf0

fTHTTT ^  ^  ^  ’ TvRT
^ I 3ITT HT?ir-̂ fNr ^

^  3PT̂  5T7T ^nr ti| ^  1

^  r̂̂ iTT ^  ^  ^Ntt ^mr

g N ^  c; ^  wr=%-
?TO ^  tRT?) ^  ^  5=rm;?n ^
^  4  m 3llsWU| ^  ^  I

?rer ^  ^  ^  ri f
i#$inn^ ^  FmfNr ^  

^  ^  lifOTT ^  vi<̂ +l sTra" <41
ri f  \ 4 mv[ r ^ m  srfSo^ ^  ^

orfv^  ̂ ?1«?)C ^ I ^  3rh fJTFft Vd 
^  5 t ^  f  I q ire r ^

^  ^fkr 5?^  #  I ^  w ^ ^  ^  
^  ^  ^  I T? ^  f^rrft tiV^Tq

^  ^fkr ^  ^ I frrrft T̂Ê t?r ^
^  ^  ?f 3̂TT #  I 3rh ^

?9psrw i?^ ^  ^Tff ip<nfl 4at̂  Td
^  ^  =fhr ^  #  I ^  4w ^
W ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^

w ? f^  f  I w  ̂ ’T i^  

snnf m^4I ^  T̂w g iiW  ^
^  ^  ^  ^  TT^vR" ^
^  I

^tVO i f  hi^RT ^  iTFTvi ^TfT 3TOT 

^hlT C ^  *TPT  ̂ ^  idiT-n+is ^Mi’̂
^   ̂H ^ < cl til ^  "̂ fln îhT ^ dl

 ̂c^lK ^  ? F W  ^  Ŵ
^  e^R  ^  ^  ^

7^ ^  1 a /1^  ^  ^  ^  r fr
^n=c^TO ^

ar^lWsT f  I ^  ^
T?fW  f  ^  âp ^  ^
^  ^  ^  ^  # 1  | i r  ^  ^  ^
"̂vft’Sri* 3iim tfl ti^ îci ^1 ^

R̂Trf I xfhr ^ T̂T«T flliw  ^
<nT<?) H ^  ^TinT ^  j*i«^7

^  3IHT ^iiV4, ^TRnn hpsRT ^

jf  I ? g r ^  ^  WT^ jf  ^  ^  f¥  ^fhr 
^  ^   ̂+i*i ^  T̂RT

^  ^  r*T 3̂̂ ^  »f 3fT
T̂  ^  I <IHd TlWr 3|?<nri4i< ^  ^  I
^  T̂̂ nrr ^ t̂pet

3rft ^  ^  ^  ^  r ^  ctW  4
ÎT|̂  ^ eiV<+H «I1T R̂IT

qra- ^  7T^ I 3R- jfW^I' ^  ^
3IT TpJ f  3rf? ^  arf? #mm[
^  ^  ^  ^  I ^  ^

^  ^  ^  5TT̂  ^  f̂ TH!̂  ^
^ hNiI ^  «fFTT ^  3T̂ *
<«'  ̂ ^  i ̂ 1 ^ ^  ^  T̂Pf 3lf?
^  T^ f  \ -^  i ;  ^

 ̂^ «»m ^  >alH*i ^  ?2f>  ̂*j|/ ^

^  ^  î-wpyr f  I ^  ^  ^
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^ 1  fir  ^  ^  ^  j f
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Dr. Lanka Simdaram: I regret I
cannot emulate my hon, friend, Dr. 
Sinha by bringing into this debate 
questions of ideology, prejudices and 
even personal predilection?. I find 
that my hon. friend, Dr. Sinha, has 
spoken with a certain amount of 
vehemence on the Tibetan question. 
I wish he did not do so. I have my
self to say a few  words about the 
Tibetan question and the house will 
recall that I have said something last 
year in one of the foreign affairs de
bates, but the basic point in this 
debate is this. Acharya Kripalani 
does not see much utility in this de
bate. I regret that a man of his 
eminence should have arrived at this 
conclusion. In view of the fact that 
we in this country have no arma
ments or even designs to use arma
ments, affirmation of our faith, of our 
ideals, of our difficulties, of our suc
cesses and failures, if any, is most 
helpful in this international world. 
This is the seventh of the series of 
the foreign affairs debates which we 
have had in this House since the gen
eral elections in 1952. Looking back, 
I daresay hon. Members will share 
with me this impression that the 
atmosphere for a debate on foreign 
affairs was never more propitious 
than it is today. Looking back at 
what has been said in the House and 
at the results and policies enunciated 
by the Prime Minister and the Gov
ernment of India. I must say that our

prestige is perhaps at its z ^ t h  today 
than it has ever been so before. My 
hon. friend, the Deputy Leader of the 
Communist Party was obliged to use 
the words “the mor^ initiative of 
India” in his speech. I am glad even 
my hon. friends from the Conmiunist 
Party are willing to recognise the 
need for unexceptionable behaviour 
and I congratulate them on this point.

The hon. Prime Minister, opening 
the debate, has made seven important 
points, according to my analysis. The 
first was with reference to the French 
possessions; the second was on the 
Tibetan agreement; the third was on 
Korea and Indo-China; the fourth was 
the Prime Ministers’ Conference at 
Colombo; the fifth was on Goa; the 
sixth was on Ceylon; and the seventh 
was on the Japanese war prisoners' 
question and the role of Britain, in 
particular, in trying to disrupt our 
legal, juridical and even political posi
tion as successor State to undivided 
India. Each one of these is a very 
important issue and it will be difficult 
within the short time available for 
any speaker in this debate to deal 
with all these questions exhaustively* 
I am only sorry that my hon. friend, 
the Leader of the House, with his 
customary modesty, did not make 
reference to the very useful statement 
he made on hydrogen bomb. That is 
a statement of which this coimtry 
can be proud. I am judging ‘ it 
from the reactions in the international 
Press and even from the comments 
made by spokesmen, by delegations of 
the Western Powers and to a certain 
extent, the Eastern Powers. The 
Prime Minister’s statement on the 
hydrogen bomb has produced results 
not measurable in terms of—shall we 
say—^physical measurement but cer
tainly in terms of approaches, in terms 
of the climate which the Prime Minis
ter referred to when lie opened the 
debate this morning; he referred to a 
climate of peace based on collective 
security.........

Sliri C. D. Fande: Collective security 
based on Collective peace.
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Dr. Lanka Sandaram:___and vice
versa if that suits my hon. friend, Shri 
Pande. I must say that the positive 
result arising out of the statement 
made this morning and also the points 
made by my hon. friends who have 
preceded me so far is this: that with 
respect to Korea and Indo-China, 
particularly with respect to Indo
China, I think the role played by 
India has been successful; it is bound 
to be successful; there is no other 
alternative to it. It is here for me 
to pay my tribute ungrudgingly to 
the Prime Minister for the very firm 
stand he has taken even at times 
when he was swimming against the 
currents. Today it is easy for us to 
say that the Prime Minister’s policy 
on the Indo-China issue has been 
vindicated. Looking back a few 
months, when the statement was 
made, there were apprehension and 
even difficulty in apprising the possi
ble results of such a statement. This 
firmness has been useful and the doc
trine—if I may use tJiat word—asso
ciated with the Prime Minister’s name 
of what may be called ‘peace, content
ment and freedom of Asia and Africa* 
is becoming increasingly recognised 
not only in Asia and Africa but also 
in the other parts of the world.

As I have said at thfe beginning, our 
prestige abroad is really great and 
our contribution to world affairs is 
really significant, and I have nothing 
to detract from that position. I hope 
the Prime Minister will have an op
portunity to look into the points that 
I am going to make. Let us examine 
some of the points nearer home. I 
regret to say that in the midst of the 
vast canvas of world affairs which he 
had to cover, he did not make a re
ference to Pakistan. I think we in 
this House this morning should take 
note of the breath-taking events which 
have taken place in East Pakistan. I 
am not an interventionist and I have 
no desire to get mixed up with the 
domestic policies and conditions of 
our eastern neighbour. But I think, 
in the fitness of things, that the Prime 
Minister should invite Mr. Pazlul Huq 
to private conversations and friendly

talks even as Mr. Huq had gone to 
Calcutta and had private talks with 
Dr. B. C. Roy. I am making this sug
gestion in all seriousness and humility, 
and I feel so in the present context 
of things when the cry of jehad is 
again raising its head, and there is the 
Pakistan-U.S. military pact at the 
other end, when there are so many 
other important issues pending bet
ween, these two countries. Mr. Huq*s 
statement at Calcutta is heartening to 
most people in this country. I am 
sure there is nothing preventing such 
a meeting between the Prime Minister 
and Mr. Huq.

[ P a n d it  T h a k u r  D a s  B h a r g a v a  in  the 
Chairl

I wish the Prime Minister had Imade 
a reference to Kashmir. This morn
ing’s papers announced a Presidential 
Order ratifying the Delhi Agreement 
of 1952. I make a reference to it be
cause I find that after several years 
of continuous discussions during the 
course of which international intrigues 
were at the highest level on the part 
of the Security Council, and the 
American observers in Kashmir and 
so on and so forth—and these had be
come manifest, this question has now 
been settled once and for all. I con
sider that the announcement in this 
morning’s papers would put firmly, 
finally and fundamentally the seal to 
the controversy over the future of 
Jammu and Kashmir. Jammu and 
Kashmir is now part integral of India, 
based upon the ascertained will of 
the people of Jammu and Kashmir 
State through the unanimous resolu
tion of the Constituent Assembly of 
that State on this important question. 
I am glad that this particular an
nouncement came this morning before 
this debate began, and I hope that 
through this debate it will be made 
known to the world that there is no 
question of the U. N. or any outside 
agency ever attempting to interfere 
with the ascertained, established and 
declared will of the pepole of Jammu 
and Kashmir to implement the Delhi 
Agreement of 1952. This Agreement, 
if you will allow me to say so, will
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now be part of our Constitution and 
procedure with regard to the integra
tion of Jammu and Kashmir with 
India.

In this connection I should pay my 
tribute to the heroic work done by our 
jawans in Jammu and Kashmir during 
these very difficult six years. I think 
they deserve this tribute.

I may also say that the change-over 
o f last year in the administration of 
Jammu and Kashmir has been bene
ficial, and I think the Bakshi Gov
ernment should also get its meed of 
praise. And I regret that my very 
esteemed and eminent friend Acharya 
Kripalani had struck a discordant note 
about this matter. Because, nothing 
should.be done to imperil the grow
ing relationship between Janunu and 
Kashmir and India, particularly in 
the light of the announcement made 
this morning. I would go a step fur
ther and say, and I will venture to 
agree with Acharya Kripalani on this 
point, that we cannot keep Sheikh 
Abdullah for ever in prison without 
trial. That is a question of moral 
principles and also of jurisprudence 
and legal procedure.

On this question of the Tibet Agree
ment I regret that my hon. friend 
Dr. Sinha has gone into ideology and 
Iiistory. I have written down here 
one of the important phrases which 
the Prime Minister used while open
ing this debate, namely that “this 
Agreement is in recognition of exist
ing situations.” I would request him 
kindly to go back to 1950 and remem
ber what exactly he said at that time, 
what exactly the Government of India 
<iid at that time. We had definitely 
encouraged the Dalai Lama in certain 
situations; a delegation came to Delhi. 
You remember, Sir th at last year in 
one of the debates I p Dinted out that 
we should not let down the Tibetan 
people, having given them certain 
assurances. I would not go beyond 
that. Because I feel, even though I 
have the greatest friendship and ad
miration for tihe Chinese people, that 
our policy was not consistent with the

attitudes taken and the developments 
which we allowed to take shape in 
Tibet with reference to the movement 
of the Dalai Lama, the sending of 
delegations to Delhi, and so on and so 
forth.

I would draw attention to the grow
ing conditions of instability in Nepal, 
our neighbour territory, I repeat I 
have no desire to enter into questions 
of sovereignty of that State or inter
fere in their domestic policies. But 
I think we should take note of the 
growing deterioration of the situation 
in Nepal.

I have two more remarks to make 
and I hope to have the indulgence of 
the House. I have more than once in 
these debates on foreign affairs ad
verted to certain missionary activities 
in the Terai area in tftie Sis-Himalayan 
territory. I will mention two or three 
names. I want them to go on record 
because I want the hon. the Prime 
Minister to investigate into these 
questions. Up to Khela, Mansiyari 
and Phurkiya in Almora District, up 
to Joshimath in Garhwal District, and 
up to Uttarkashi in Tehri-Garhwal 
District in U.P. is called the Inner 
Line. All foreigners shall have to 
take permits from the Deputy Com
missioner of the District to cross into 
the Inner Line and go up to the Indo- 
Tibetan border. What is the position? 
There is an American Mission at 
Dharchula. It owns landed property 
inside the Inner Line at Sirkha, twelve 
mUes beyond Khela. There are also 
American Missions at Pithorgarh, 
Lohaghat and Champhavat; and they 
send their men to Manpiyari and 
Milam in Johar where they have got 
immovable property. All these Mis
sions send their men to the fair at 
Jauljibi (held from 14th November to 
18th November each year) where over 

70 thousand people gather from Nepal, 
Bhot and all the surrounding hilly 
regions.

Americans have got big organisa
tions at Pithorgarh (including a big 
leper asylum), Lohaghat,-----

Shri C. D. Pande: At T?»nakT>ur also.
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Dr. Lanka -Snndaram:....and Cham- 
phavat; and they own huge agricul
tural fzirms down at Tanakpur, at 
Banbassa and other places in Terai.

Sir, I have said on a previous occa
sion and I declare again that I am not 
smitten with any American phobia, I 
am myself a product of an American 
educational institution. The point is, 
today our security has got involved in 
these activities, and my request to the 
Prime Minister, rather my suggestion, 
would be to shift the inner line a little 
further and to make a little more ade
quate security arrangement.

One more point a:id I will conclude. 
This is cui occasion for me to make a 
reference to our Indian Passport Act 
of 1920. I will be very brief and in 
one minute I will sit down. India is 
a signatory to the United Nations 
Declaration of Human Rights, but the 
In d i^  Constitution does not include 
the aforesaid right among the funda
mental rights mentioned therein. As 
regards the refusal of passports to 
Indian nationals who desire to go 
abroad, the Indian passport regula
tions in force in the land are without 
the sanction of any enactment of the 
Parliament. I have got the Act here 
as modified upto 1st March 1950, 
which empowers the State to require 
passports of persons entering India 
but does not give the State any power 
to require passports of persons leav
ing India. I want the hon. Prime 
Minister to correct me if I am wrong, 
but I say it all in good faith. And, 
it so happens that almost every year, 
two to three thousand passport appli
cations are rejected. I take a very 
serious view of this.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: May I
know from what the hon. Member is 
reading?

,Dr. Lanka Sundaram: I am reading 
from my notes based on the Indian 
Passport Act 1920 corrected up to 1st 
March, 1950.

The point I am making is this: 
that there is no legal power to with
hold passports to applicants who are 
Indian nationals and who wish to go

abroad. Jf the law is defective it 
must be set right. In fact, I am not 
using the words ‘unlawful’, ‘unautho
rised’, ‘illegal’ or ‘void’ in respect o f 
the character of decisions taken by 
the Government in preventing the- 
people from going abroad. This is a 
matter of importance in the cause of 
world peace and understanding, and. 
early steps must be taken to bring 
our passport regulations on the Bri
tish model. I have brought this up as 
a matter of great national duty and 
if my information is incorrect I stand 
corrected. But, the fact remains that 
there is no law in India to prevent an 
Indian national seeking to go abroad 
and yet thousands of applications 
have been rejected.
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J r ^  H yy^ ^)9i ^  lt^
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(English translation of the above 
speech)

Th. Lakshnian Singrh Charak
(Jammu and Kashmir): Sir, global 

politics is pas îiwf through a very cri
tical stage at this time as the big coun
tries having forgotten the tragic end 
of the Second World War are again 
dividing themselves into two Camps. 
The race of armaments is gathering 
momentum day by day. We have the 
Atom Bomb on one side and the Hydro
gen Bomb on the other. Placed in 
such a critical position as we are, our 
foreign policy is based on the principles 
passed on to us from our ancient his
tory and on the goal laid before our 
country by tte Late Mahatma. He 
made it clear to the whole nation 
that we never wanted to be a party 
to any Power Bloc, wanted our 
country to progress i>eacefully and, so 
far as possible, give our opinion in 
the international affairs which would 
be for the betterment of the world as 
a whole. This pleases us most that 
our hon. Foreign Minister has attempt
ed to solve in a right way eU the 
problems in spite of the difficulties 
around us. He needs- prayers and 
congratulations of the whole country 
on tth  ̂ occasion. We trust that he 
will steer our country oul of these 
whirlpools and place her on the road 
to success.

Sir, the Pakistan Prime Minister 
Mr. Mohd. Ali and the ambassadors of 
Pakistan touch up on the Kashmir 
problem on every occasion, be it a 
meeting or a conference. In this 
connection I deem it fit to shed st)me 
light on it on behalf of the people of 
that state. Kashmir problem has been 
debated on the floor of the House many 
a time and has also been th'e subject of 
discussion on the International Forum 
many times, so much so, thar the real
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[Th. Lakshman Singh Charak] 
perspective of the problem has changed.

Sir, I would like to remind the hon. 
Members of some events in this con
nection. I am referring to the unfor
tunate events of October. 1947 when 
Jammu and Kashmir State acceded to 
India, The then ruler of that state 
Maharaja Hari Singh and the leader 
of the National Conference, Sheikh
Abdullah, came forward with the re
quest of accession after the state had 
been invaded by Pakistan, and they 
wanted help at that critical juncture. 
India granted us accession which was 
quite sound, legally. Upholding the 
democratic viewpoint, our Prime 
Minister made an announcement that 
the people of Jammu and Kashmir 
State would be given an opportunity to 
reconsider the accession and express 
themselves by a plebiscite after
the conditions returned to nor
mal. so that the mistake; if any, made 
in haste by them would be corrected. 
When Indian army was fighting out 
the raiders, Pakistan sent her army 
along side, but kept on saying that her 
army had no hand in the raids. India 
took the Kashmir question before the 
U.N.O., but Pakistan harped on the 
same old time that her army was never 
in the picture. The U.N.O. had to send 
a committee on spot which observed the 
Pakistan army fighting in the state, 
and then she had to admit the tvuth. 
Our complaints went unheard of at 
the U.N.O. Many a committee cLme 
,into being. Many an observer came 
there. What came out of it after all 
these seven long years? Pakistan, the 
aggressor on the soil of Jammu and 
Kashmir State, has been given the same 
status as that of India. Dr. Graham 
in his report has said that it would be 
better if India and Pakistan decided 
between themselves. You are aware of 
the concessions given by India to 
Pakistan in this matter. History will 
bear witness to it that the softer atti
tude taken by India met with the dilly
dally ways Of the leaders of Pakistan. 
The situation has now worsened to this 
extent that one cannot understand how

this dispute is going to be settled at the 
U.N.O. The matter was something 
different formerly, but the situation 
has become all the more critical since 
the Pak-American Military Pact. The 
Prime Minister and the ambassador of 
Pakistan have expressed openly that 
the problem of Kashmir would 
be solved in a better way now v/ith 
the American military aid. Open 
threatenings are being given to India. 
It seems hoping against hopes to think 
of any help or justice from The U.N.O  ̂
You may remember, Sir, that The cease
fire took place in January, 1949. Sinc©̂  
then the armies on the both sides are 
there with their trenches dug into the 
soil of Kashmir. That is about the 
militarty position. Now about the 
internal state of affairs. National Con
ference, the representative body of 
Kashmir, has made the announcement 
that the accession is complete. The 
Constituent Assembly of the State also 
has decided that the accession of 194T 
is complete in every respect. Sir, the 
question of plebiscite does not come 
into the picture, therefore. Holding a 
plebiscite was the word given by the 
Government of India to the people of 
Jammu and Kashmir State, and not to* 
the people of Pakistan. It is only the 
people of Jammu and Kashmir who can 
decide the issue of their state. The 
U.N.O. or some other authority cannot 
thrust any decision on us. So far us 
we are concerned, we have decided* 
once for all; and now. I would request 
the House and the Government to put 
an end to this state of affairs We- 
understand that most of the problems 
will be solved by the order of the 
President issued yesterday, but the 
Damocles* sword of the U.N.O. is still

■ hanging on our heads and we do not 
know what they are going to decide 
regarding the plebiscite. It is on 
their account that the economic deve
lopment of the state is at standstill 
and the trade is obstructed. So long' 
as this atmosphere of uncertainty pre^ 
vails in Jammu and Kashmir, the 
mischievous element shall always get 
an opportunity to make some mischief 
witlt one excuse or the o^er. I wciuld^
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therefore, submit that keeping iri view 
this state of affairs and the decision 
^ f the Constituent Assembly as also 
listening to the hearts of the people 
there, it is a binding on India to com
plete the accession for which the leader 
of Kashmir extended the hand of 

iriendship in 1947, and on the basis of 
which friendship India spent crores of 
rupees on her, and for the protection 

o f  which thousands of Indian Jawans 
laid down their lives. The naople of 
that state need also be told to keep 
themselves busy in fheir work, take 
practical steps for their economic de
velopment, and know that we fully 
accept the decision.

Shri Thaau PUIai (Tirunelveli): I 
congratulate the Prime Minister for the 
able way in which the Asian Confe
rence at Colombo has endorsed fully 
the view of India on the burning ques
tion of Indo-China and the Hydrogen 
Bomb. There was criticism in our 
Press that oublicity was not given. 
We always lack in publicity and our 
Prime Minister does not like publicity 
perhaps.

When we consider foreign affairs 
«very time, there is this obsession of 
ideological clashes. Our friends oppo
site have criticised the statement that 
neither the Communists nor other 
lorces should interfere in Asian affairs. 
To our mind, though we might feel 
angry about many things that are 
happening round about us, we are 
tinder the control of an ideology and 
a leader who will not allow crger to 
overpower us. That is our handicap, 
but others can be light-heartedly angry 
and say things which they want. But 
still what we feel about all that is 
happening we would like to express. 
The ideology of the Communist Party 
IS  fanning out from Russia ond China 
and the Anglo-American ideology of 
capitalism is converging on and we are 
sandwiched between the two. We do 
not belong to this group or that. We 
do not want to belong to cither of 
these groups, but if all people in India 
would only grow according to the ideo
logy that our country’s culture and the 
Tather of the Nation have developed.

much of these ills which are confront
ing us can be easily solved or improved. 
Here is an ideology which has come 
through a party which is functioning 
here, every time sabotaging all our 
attempts for furthering our cause end 
ideology in our effort to build our 
country. There is another ideology 
which slowly comes through the back
door, not through the agents in our 
country, in Parliament, but in the eco
nomic sphere, through the capitalist 
organisations and capitalists who think 
in the way of America and say; “Why 
not we take some more money and go 
that way.”

Shri Pimooose (AUeppey): On a 
point of or<fer. The hon. Member is 
making sortie aspersions against the 
Communist or some olher party in the 
House. He said that there are s«>me 
outside agents in Parliament......

Mr. diairmaii: Order, order. I 
would not allow any hon. Member to 
make a speech, while another is al
ready on his legs.

Shri Punnoose: On a point of ^
order....

Shri Pmmoose: Yes, it is a point of 
order. I am prepared to hear tne hon. 
Member. "

Shri Pannoose: Yes, it is a point of 
order. In the course of the ' remarks 
which he has just made, I heard it 
distinctly said that there are agents in 
Parliament. Whether it refers to A. 
B, or C does not matter, but he said 
that there are some agents in the Par
liament. Is that a decent statement to 
make? Can it be permitted in Parlia
ment? I would like to know that.

Shri Thanu PiUai: The hon. Member 
has thoroughly mi.' îinderstood me. 
What I was saying was that an ideolo
gy was fanning out;.it is not the party, 
or any nation or country which is fan
ning out, but an ideology. , The two are 
quite different.

Shri Punnoose: But the words used 
by the hon. Member are, that there are 
agents inside the Indian ‘Parliament. 
That is a reflection on the Parliament 
Of India
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Mr. ChairmaB: The hon. Member has 
already said that what he meant was 
something different.

Shri Thanu Pillai: If they are zealous 
about iguarding their prestige and that 
of the Parliament of India, they would 
have spoken in a different tone in the 
course of this debate. are more
zealous of guarding it than they. We 
all know when to laugh, and when we 
want, we shall laugh.

This country is beset with people, 
from Kashmir to Cajpe Comorin, who 
are agents provocateur. There is no 
denial of that fact. They may be in 
Parliament, they may have their own 
tactics, and they may try to flourish in 
Parliament. But we challenge them. 
(Interruptions). The hon. Member, 
Shri H. N. Mukerjee was speaking about 

a somewhat heckling manner 
but we will tell him that as long as life 
âts in us  ̂ ' cannot
be replaced by “dictatorship of the pro
letariat.” If that is their ambition and 
their approach to problems, we know 
what answer to give. We are rather 
restrained, but we are not devoid of 
strength. They must realise that 
When we are discussing our approach 
to international problems, why should 
there be a different type of attack, or 
a veiled attack from other quarters? 
That is my worry. They say that they 
are supporting our approach to inter
national problems. But why should 
there be this veiled attack? We say, 
we are friends of all, with no enemies. 
We believe in our own ideology, and 
we want to be allowed to grow in that 
fashion. When there is intrusion from 
either this side or that side, externally 
or internally, it is only just and proper 
that we should be a little more angry 
with those that are trying to beset our 
progress, and do not believe in the 
principles and ideals that we follow, 
and the policies which are the outcome 
of those principles of faith and fear
lessness.

Coming nearer home, our Prime 
Minister was kind enough to mention

about Ceylon. It is not a problem, 
which affects the Ceylonese of Indian 
origin only, because if the people there 
are thrown out in the rianner in 
which the Ceylon Government are try
ing to do unilaterally, that will affect 
the tranquillity of our country. The 
other day, in the Legislative Assembly 
of Madras, the members have spoken, 
about the seriousness of the problem^ 
So, it is not as if there is only a Lmely 
voice being heard in Parliament here. 
It affects the whole of the Madras 
State especially, and I would like 
Grovemment to take cognizance of that. 
It affects us this way. Already, there 
are disintegrating forces in our country^ 
which are Snngirlg in communalism 
and the North-South linguism, and this 
will only add weight in their armoury 
of disaffection, namely: “because the
people involved are from South India, 
the Central Gfovernment are not taking 
due or proper care. ’̂

Though I do not exactly endorse their 
view, we have not been giving adequate 
publicity to what we are trying to do 
and our approach to the Indo-Ceyloii 
problem. Rightly, Sir, we should 
sympathise with them and their diffi
culties, but tHe Ceylon Government also 
should reciprocate tfTat sympathetic 
attitude which we show, and in dealinjj 
with the Indian population there, they 
should feel that it'will upset the minds 
of millions of people in India too. As. 
they do not want us to show our 
strength, of being a great country, we 
do not like them to hit us even in « 
small way. Because it is the younger 
brother, we cannot be getting slaps 
from the younger brother all the time. 
Not that we want to do anything by 
way of sanctions or even a CLuarrel and 
fight, but we have to tell the Govern
ment of Ceylon that the manner in 

 ̂ which they are trying to implement the 
broad principles of the agreed conclu
sions is not desirable, and not stop 
with that. We have agreed with them 
to register the Indian settlers who 
want to become Indians, and to give 
them a certificate that they are Indians-
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But if it is voluntary, we have no ob
jection. When people have applied for 
citizenship and they are thrown out 
and their applications are rejected and 
when they are made Stateless, and 
therefore forced to come and 'jtpply for 
Indian citizenship, then it is a different 
matter.

Then it will be quite proper for our 
Government to say that they cannot 
oblige Ceylon by taking them as Indian 
nationals again. Though constitutional 
difficulties might be there, if necessary, 
if Ceylon can change her Constitution 
to suit her conditions, we may have to 
change our Constitution also to suit 
our needs. If a person of Indian 
origin has applied for another nationa
lity, he must definitely forfeit the 
nationality of India and a second 
chance cannot be given in his own time. 
If we can arrive at that sort of under
standing, we will be solving the prob
lem considerably. Then it will be a 
problem absolutely of Ceylonese of 
Indian origin and not Indians who 
could be pushed out. If they are not 
pushed out, we are not so much worried 
as to what happens inside, because we 
know that the strength of the Indian 
community there is not such that we 
should be afraid very much. They are 
so good a people and they have not 
started fighting the Ceylon Government 
as yet, but if they thiri* of fighting and 
joining hands with other forces there, 
it will be a very difficult thing for the 
Government of Ceylon. We do not 
wish that to happen also. That is one 
more reason why we are zealous about 
a settlement. If the Ceylon problem 
is not settled amicably, it will be giving 
a handle to the reactionary forces that 
would try to upset the tranquillity in 
that country. If they accept our advice 
as an elder brother, tK5y would do well 
to settle this problem immediately.

Coming to the latest pronouncements 
of America and other great countries 
about our being in the Japanese Cle
mency Commission, I tihink what they 
could not achieve by dollars or guns 
they want to achieve by veiled insults 
hurled at us. Though our Government

may not take it as an insult, we feel 
that internationally when something, 
recognised in an international agree
ment is being unilaterally flouted  ̂
more serious notice wiU have to be 
taken and stronger reproaches should 
be given than mild references here in 
our Parliament by our Prime Minister. 
I know that he will not try to do it in 
a harsh way, but still the country more 
and more becomes anxious about our 
respect and regard in the international 
sphere. This respect and regard which 
we are developing as we cire growing, 
every day is being flouted on every 
occasion when we do not toe the line 
Of this country or that. It is not ( ne 
group of countries which is hurling, 
abuses at us. In the UNO, the Russian, 
and Chinese bloc have done it and the; 
Anglo-American bloc have also done it..

With these few words, I further ap
peal that the Ceylon question should be 
settled before we meet next and before 
something more dangerous happens to* 
our people.

Mr. Chairman: Before I call upon 
the hon. Mfember, Shri T. K. Chaudhuri  ̂
I have to inform hon. Members that 
copies of the Displaced Persons (Com
pensation and Rehabilitation) Bill,. 
1954, which was introduced in the Lok 
Sabha on the 14th May, 1954, has beea 
put down for reference to a Joint 
Committee of the Houses in the Com* 
bined List of Business for May 18, 19„ 
20 and 21, 1954. Printed copies of the 
Bill as introduced have been placed in. 
the Publications Counter for distribu
tion to hon. Members. Hon. Members 
may coUect their copies from the Pub
lications Counter.

Hon. Members desirous of giving: 
notices of amendments to the Bill 
may do so now.

Shri T. K. Chaudbari: As usual irt 
these discussions, encomiums upoEt 
encomiimis were heaped upon the 
hon. Prime MinistCT for the Verjr- 
able’ conduct of our foreign policy and 
very beautiful words like ‘peace* and 
‘India’s moral influence’ were bandied 
about. So, I must make it clear from 
my side that I rise to take part in»
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t a r l  T. K. C3iaudhuri]
today’s discussion not as a partisan 
-of that internationally fashionable 
‘cliche peace’ but as a partisan of war 
against all wars sought to be let loose 
•upon the world by the Big Powers 
today. I speak as an opponent of the 
tensions that have been created by 
the division of the world into power 
i lo c  systems and as an opponent of the 
aggressions that have been let loose in 
the Asiatic continent today by those 
-Big Powers. I prefer to preface my 
observations on the recent foreign 
jjolicy of the Government of India 
with these remarks, because I feel 
that the policy statements of our 
Government have come very close to 
the wobbly, peace-mongering that has

* become fashionable in certain quar
ters in this country and outside. 
What is worse still, this policy, appar- 
rently meaning well and ostensibly 
•directed towards lessening of the 
-atmosphere of suspicion and cold war 
tensions and serving the cause of 
world peace has really acted as the 
cover for the aggressive and hypocri
tical moves of certain powers and 
-conspiracy of these powers to cheat 
the oppressed people of their freedom, 
to  divert militant struggles of the 
masses of different Asian countries to 
:safer channels for themselves, and also 
to hide the opportunism of certain 
-other powers so that they can use the 
liard-fought and hard-won gains of 
these struggles for their own games 
o f power politics. World peace is a 
:sweet>sounding, idealistic phrase all 
right. But the mere advocacy of 
peace, however, ardent and vociferous 
that may be divorced from basic pre
conditions, which alone can guarantee 
lasting peace and freedom for the 
common masses, can easily degenerate 
into a meaningless empty phrase, in
to a self-deceptive vacuity and be 
-used as a cover for subtler forms of 
imperialist big power domination. I 
am afraid that the policies and pro
nouncements of the Government of 
India on international matters in 
xecent months, have in their cumula
tive effect, been of such a nature as 
to fit in precisely this latter charac

terisation very well. I say this with 
a full sense of responsibility and with 
full knowledge of the fact that the 
recent pronouncements of the Govern
ment of India’s policy with regard to 
matters of moment in international 
affairs have been acclaimed by no 
less a person than Comrade Malenkov 
in Moscow, as well as many of my 
comrades on this side of the House, 
as a major contribution to the cause 
of world peace and to the cause of 
Asian freedom at least, if not world 
freedom. I am also aware of the fact 
that the pronouncements of the Gov
ernment of India through the mouth of 
its principal spokesman, Pandit Nehru 
have so enamoured some of my 
comrades on this side of the House 
that instead of a few isolated gentle
men from the other side coming for
ward in a half-hearted £^d tentative 
fellow-travelling camaradarie with our 
comrades on this side, we are pre
sented with the spectacle of Members 
from this side turning into fellow- 
travellers of the Congress and Pandit 
Nehru. As a matter of fact, we really 
witnessed such a spectacle in the 
shape of the much publicised National 
Convention against Pak-U.S. military 
alliance, the other day. It is neces
sary, therefore, to scrutinise a bit 
more closely the policies of the Gov
ernment of India, and the steps that 
have been taken by the Government 
of India, in recent months, in inter
national affairs.
12 N o o n

Dr. Lanka Sundaram referred to 
six or seven matters which were 
mentioned by the hon. Prime Minister 
in his speech today. I am recount
ing these points once again. He first 
mentioned about the position with 
regard to French possessions in India. 
Secondly, to Tibet, thirdly to the 
Colombo Conference and in relation 
thereto, to Korea and Indo-China; 
fourthly, to the position of the state
less people of Indian descent wander
ing about in Ceylon and fifthly to 
Goa, and sixthly to the question of 
IndSWs participation in granting cle
mency to Japanese war prisoners. If
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we leave aside the question of the 
Colombo Conference and its decisions 
with regard to Korea and Indo-China 
and other matters not directly and 
immediately concerning India, I am 
afraid that all the other matters re
lating to our problems nearer home, 
whether they refer to French pos
sessions, whether they relate to Goa 
or the Portuguese possessions in India, 
whether they relate to Tibet or to 
clemency to Japanese war prisoners, 
they all remain where they were. 
You have to look to the question of 
the success or failure of the foreign 
policy of the Govermp^nt of India 
from this practical objective angle 
and you will realise the futility of the 
policy that is pursued.

I am aware that great things have 
been said in praise of the so-called 
*moral influence’ that is being exer
cised in the troubled world of today 
by the policies of our Prime Minis
ter—particularly, with reference to the 
outlook of the present international 
situation which is today more or less 
dominated by the Geneva Conference 
and in connection with the Geneva 
Conference, Almost simultaneously 
with this Conference—we had a Con
ference in Colombo in which our 
Prime Minister participated with the 
Prime Ministers of four other South 
East Asian coimtries. There, we 
arrived at some sort of common 
agreement, no doubt; but the common 
agreements that were arrived at have 
to be looked into closely and we have 
to ask ourselves the question whether 
the decisions in the formation of 
which we have taken our share there 
have really helped the cause of India 
or have served to pull the chestnuts 
out of the fire for somebody else. I 
will refer you to one shrewd re
mark recently made by the leader 
writer of the British financial journal 
Capital with regard to the decisions 
and the alleged success of the Colom
bo Conference. I am reading out 
from the Capital and it is worthwhile 
doing so.

“The success of the Colombo 
Conference for India was not that

197 L.SJ>.

the other four Asian powers were 
won over to Mr, Nehru’s neutra
lism. They were not, and all in
tend evidently to pursue the 
foreign policies they have been 
following before, which differ in 
significant respects from India’s. 
The success was in demonstrating 
that for all these differences, 
India’s foreign policy is only a 
stage removed from her neigh
bours’ and given careful phrasing, 
can be stated with theirs in mutu
ally acceptable language.”

What are those countries virith whose 
foreign policies we tried to bring in 
line the foreign policy of our own? 
There was Ceylon and there was 
Pakistan, and we know what the 
foreign policies and the alliances and 
international affiliations of these 
countries have been for some time 
past. Public memory is short, but 
if I remember aright, the convening 
of the Colomibo Conference or the 
proposal with regard thereto was 
announced by the Ceylonese Prime 
Minister, Sir John Kotelawala, after 
the U.S.-Pakistan military pact came 
to the forefront. Very strong words 
were used in this House by no less a 
person than the hon. Prime Minister 
about that Pact, and we all thought 
when the Conference was announced 
or when the proposal was made, that 
we would be discussing the matters 
which would be more directly con
cerning our own affairs, but instead c 
that, somehow or other at who^e at 
stance I do not know, things item 
arranged in such a way thatet us 
Colombo Conference was syn'so far 
ed with the convening or tt Kashmir 
of the Geneva Conference once and 
know the international b? India and 
which the Geneva Cona prosperity, 
held. We also know alvemment of 
ences that have beerche fate the 
British Imperiaticm fnd Kashmir, is 
counterpart and hô  by a plebisdte. 
to take the initiatf a plebiscite and 
matters in its ow the plebiscite is 
hands of Americjpeople of Kashmir
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[Shri T. K  Chaudhuri 1 
The Statesman was quite' right there
fore in saying with reference to the 
decisions of the Colombo Conference—

‘There is no doubt that the 
Colombo attitude to Indo-Chirm i|i 
particular has pleased the British 
Government and greatly strength
ened Mr. Eden’s hands over  ̂the 
negotiations for a settlwent at 
Geneva.” .

That is why I say that the decisions 
that we took at Colombo along with 
four other South-East A^ian countries 
have nothing to do with the interests 
of India as such. - They only serve to 
pull or will serve to pull the chestnut 
out of the fire for somebody else, 
that is, our ‘brethren’ in the Common
wealth in their quarrels with U.S. 
imperialism.

Swaml Ramananda Tirtha (Gul- 
berga); As I was listening to the 
speeches of the hon. friends on both 
sides of the House, I could not resist 
the temptation of referring to certain 
remarks made by Members who have 
differed from us.

Sir, it .should be remembered that 
the foreign policy that we are pursu
ing is based on certain fundamentals. 
It has been called wrongly a policy of 
"dynamic neutrality” , or some such 
thing. Ours is a policy based on cer
tain fundamental principles. Prin
ciples and fundamentals, as we know, 
have to set a lonely furrow and at 
♦imes they can be misconstrued as 

^''*iohist policies. But the fact is 
our foreign policy has amply 

*5°"̂ d that what we have been doing, 
lasti^v  ̂ to do, is in the best interests 
«ommo,j,Qj^Q ĵQjj of peace in the 
mto a I 
to a sei
-used as a ‘. understand, and let us 
imperialist the spirit and the ideas 
am afraid tftired this policy. It is 
nouncements ^  of the two power 
India on inte? clear in* our mind 
recent months, hbe tacked on to the 
-tive effect, been the American bloc 
to fit in precisely  ̂ «m sure, and 

le foreign policy 
^  Government will

not be fully appreciated by those— Î 
do not make any unfair charge—who 
look more to Russia than to India, 
because whatever helps either of the 
blocs would be either liked or detest
ed by those friends.

I know something of the com
munists. It was a great pleasure to 
hear my hon. friend Prof. Mukerjee 
giving us a sermon on communists and 
all that they mean. I am one of those 
who have tried to understand the 
fundamental* principles of communism 
and socialism. At times I have been 
accused of being a pro-Communist 
also. But, Sir, let me make it very 
clear that the foreign policy of India 
is neither directed towards this bloc 
nor that bloc; it only tries to elimi
nate th6 sinister element in both the 
blocs.

We want the nations not to increase 
their armaments. After all, what has 
Russia been doing? If there is a 
hydrogen bomb in the armoury of 
America, well, a greater number of 
hydrogen bombs are in the armoury 
of Russia. That is international policy. 
Their policy is a policy of increasing 
armaments. India wants international 
relationship to be based not on the 
strength of armaments, but on the 
strength of co-operation and peace. 
We do not want to lead a third bloc. 
India does not want to have any bloc 
of its own, but India wants to wield 
an influence so that the area of peace 
may be extended. Let us understand 
it mentally, because the policy of 
India is dictated, is actuated by cer
tain fundamental ideas. Those ideas 
cannot be found in the foreign policies 
either of the U.S.S.R. or of U.SJL 
Unless my friends belonging to the 
Communist Party dispossess them
selves of this close affinity, a family 
affinity, with the USSR, it would be 
difficult for them to understand fully 
and appreciate the foreign policy 
enunciated by our Prime Minister. I 
say with all the emphasis at my com
mand that the whole of the peac»- 
loving population of the entire world 
will share with us this conviction that 
the policy that India is following is
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a policy that will be remembered with 
gratitude by millions and millions to 
come. Therefore, before we come to 
think of this foreign policy of India, 
let us understand the ideas that have 
actuated us.

The Prime Minister has made it 
amply clear that we stand for a nego
tiated settlement. Negotiated settle
ment comes only through a co
operative effort, of understanding, 
and through the conviction that the 
relationships between nations and 
nations have to be controlled and 
have to be guided by ideas of peace. 
Therefore, Sir, our mental attitude 
has to be different from that which

- has actuated the foreign policy of the 
power blocs.

Sir, something, has been said about 
the Dharm Yudh. I do not want to 
refer to it. We have opposed colo
nialism wherever it existed. I do 
not understand why the USSR is try
ing to expand its spheres of influence 
through armaments, on the strength 
of armaments. Is it not a sort of 
imperialism? I câ  ̂ understand the 
world accepting communism of its 
own. But ^ith the strength of 
hydrogen bombs, if you want to im
pose communist ideology, well, we 
call it a different type of imperialism 
and a sort of expansionist policy. Sir, 
India does not want to impose her 
will, or her ideas on the world. We 
preach, we say what we feel, immind- 
ful of the armam^ts in the annouiy 
of the warring nations of the world, 
^ e th e r  we deal with the Korean 
issue, or the Indo-China problem, or 
our own domestic affairs in regard to 
our own relations with Ceylon, the 
same idea is percolating in all our 
actions.

Sir, I was very much amused at the 
remarks made by my hon. friend 
Acharya Kripalani. He said some
thing about a national policy— t̂hat 
foreign policy, or external policy has 
to be a national policy. I do not 
understand the word ‘national’. I 
can understand the policy of a coun
try is always dictated by certain 
fundamentals as agreed to by the

party which is in power. National 
policy is the policy which promotes 
the interests of the nation, whether 
one party agrees with it or not. Poli
tical parties are based on certain exi
gences of the situation, while the 
policies of the nation are based on. 
certain fundamentals which never 
change. I, therefore, submit to him 
to dispossess his mind of this wrong 
idea that the foreign policy of India 
is only a party policy and not a 
national policy, if I may put it in a 
naked form. Therefore, I submit that 
the policy enunciated by our Prime 
Minister is the correct policy and is 
the only policy which will lead not 
only India but the vast millions of the 
people all over the world to the way 
of peace and amity.

I am not going to tire out the House 
by a long speech but I want to make 
only a reference to Kashmir which the 
P-rime Minister in his own wisdom has 
thought fit not to mention in this 
House In the ipresent debate. * I had 
certain psychological nearness to the 
lieople of Kashmir and to the valiant 
workers of the Jammu and Kashmir 
National Conference. We have s3^- 
pathies with each other in ̂ our struggle 
for freedom and in our crusade against 
the autocratic regimes in our respective 
States. The people of Kashmir have 
vindicated their own right to decide 
their own future and through the 
Constituent Assembly have confirmed 
what the instrument of accession has 
already emmciated. The question of 
plebiscite is hanging fire. I would 
submit that thougK it is difficult at 
the present stage to remove this item 
from the agenda of the U.N.O. let us 
be very clear in our minds that so far 
as the people of Jammu and Kashmir 
are concerned, they have once and 
for all decided to be with India ̂ and 
share in its sufferings and prosT^rity.
I do not want the Government of 
India to say that still the fate the 
people of Jammu and Kashmir is 
going to be decided by a plebiscite. 
We are riot aflraid of a plebiscite and 
I am sure evp^\ if the plebiscite is 
undertaken, the people of Kashmir
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and Jammu will vote tor accession to 
India. But this state of mental 
uncertainty has to be terminated and 
the people of Jammu and Kashmir 
have to be assured that there will be 
no occasion in future to review what 
has been already decided by the will 
of the people. That is all that I 
would submit and I support whole 
heartedly the foreign policy enunciat
ed by the Prime Minister.

fiTTo ^

^

^  ^  vfhr?r ^
q) < ĉ) T̂ T̂T, ^

3̂ *? ITtIR’ ^
^  q ^  vj snxrrfs^bT

^  3if? qfTR
'cft̂ TTT ^  ^  I *1  ̂ Td4

^  ?rn> «?pr f  ^  ^  f  ^
f ir  T̂?r ^ f^RRiT

^  ^  f  aif? h rw r  ^
r̂ar? ^  ^5TW ^  f  H j 

^  ^  ^  ^  f
^  ^  ^nrw *%) ̂  titiK

fir  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  w
•T  ̂ ^  ^ I anrVNn" ^ ?nr-

^  ?R?R 4  3{fvin»)t30' ?nnpfrv
t  orra- ^  ^

iNnrr ^  ^  ÊHPfTW ^
^ T̂TT̂  3T5§A r̂r̂  ^  ^
^  ^  5qr<H4Mr ^

^  ^  ^  îrrhnr t̂ w

w  ^  f  ?

^  ?ei#TT
^  ^  fTW ^  ?5nr

§Rnr ?nr̂ 7rv xtî  ̂
^  ^ ?rhT ^  stipt r̂f? an ^
^ 4 I 3Tnr 3n^ ^

^  3h«5 iff ^  3IMy 1̂ «t<̂) < ^  fd4
cM W  ^  ^  f  I ihr

f  3iT7f arr̂  ^  iM 3nw ̂
^  fir ^ 2phf 1̂
tH  I 

iT̂  w  inrRhr f , fir ^

^  ^ JT% iW  # I arh
^  ^  ^ hf>T^ 3r$rk^ ^
^  ^  ^  3nr  ̂ 7^
?rr #, yiPfTW 1; ^ ^

^  q^ q îWrT fir ^  
'̂ RW 2fR WcTT v N  ^
fW ^, ^
^  qrwTfr JTiTrJTT ^ -!|)T
^  T̂eT #  3IT̂  ^  ^

^ Hitt arFT 3tI*? ^
^ ar̂ vĵ  ^ ^, rr^

?fHV anî  r̂r»r4 f  ^  im
TOOT ^  if  I T O  ^TTTir f

f^  T? ^  =ffftT
^  5TT R̂>lft # 3lf? ?TO
^ srr?̂ W^ irmr ;sf̂ T̂Pf?

^  ^  1  ̂ 7^,
4 ^  ^ ^  ^ ^  ^  ?sn=r ^

^ ̂  r̂?iTT ̂  3if? ̂  ̂  anRnflvT 
^  ^  ^  f v m r  ? ir m  f  ?  amVNr

TSTRHhr ^  n̂n̂ «̂r5r ŝRhr ^
^  ^  f̂T̂  T̂Er̂ ^ n̂«r t  fV itft
3ff? fir JT̂  ^  ^

=r fV ^  I if §;, ajft
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^  [̂OTT ^  T̂RT I ft, wA
^  ^  f, ^  ^  ^Erg-

^  ^  3rry ^  T i t ,
r*TT?T ^T?7T #  I ^  FfRRT^

^  3ii^ r̂ ^ ? 7 f i
«iV«?Ti vHtir r̂ *5^  ^ tq'qK
« R  =T q ; ^

^  4" n̂r̂ t ?RT^ Jiii?»̂ 4̂ 4‘cb f?
3 T T f ^  » T R ^  ? f V ?

5̂T=TT 5;  H  3TT̂
^  #  arf^ ?r

^  ? w i ^  ^  I ^  f

^  ^  ^ n s n rr ?

N wEf ^  I w^ 3nrft iW g- ^  
-43̂ ?<rMVa ^  TIT

r*n?r t̂ knrr ^  ^^rrf ^  ptft

^  <3 ^  3TT  ̂ •ftfcT ^  ?*TVjfTW ^ ^
f  I <2̂ 3? ^  ?rf ^
jfhr ^ ^  ^  t  ^

T̂pnfhr ^  ITT f̂HV ^  qhorr 
^ W ?cf f  TO ^ ^TF^ ^  ^  aif?
 ̂ r̂ŝ TTTf ^  *iin̂ *< ĥrr if 3fft

^  'ftT'd T? ?9R̂ T¥ t  I 
amVkr ^  ^  ^  ^  #
«3rf̂  ?nv ^  ?rw ;sr  ̂ r ^  ^  ^

T̂  ^  qfTTrTT 1

^  R̂iHV̂ T ^  aTRT
3ff? ^

^  HT7TT ^ ^  'iiM*ll ITRTRT
7 W  TO ^  ^  W^ 4  ^

^  ^  « ff  ^  ^  f  I

^  fV W  ^ )̂WnTT ^
^  C*T̂  sn̂ FTT? ^  

“31T ^  arrr/Nn' ê̂ Nfp

‘ f̂niT ^  3 R ^  ^  TO ^nnr
^  «i(Z ni ^  3̂n?rT 'aildl ^ I ^

^  ĝ ĥ  HT̂ nf" ^̂* ^  3rV?^ 
4)^^i t  ^  5*iiV* ^nv

i ?  I fTT 3FxT7fB^ <;<44dHl' ^  ^

fir W  ^  ^
f  ^  5̂TT̂  flTPT ^

3)*l/J<4)| ^  ^  mF̂  *1̂  3TTrTT t  ^
<30̂  5̂̂ nrr ^  ^  if  ^TfikR"

r?r ^ I T̂pf t  fiTT̂
flTilR ^  "crî  rl t  '3̂*? fir  ̂
? 5 r^  vd rtij«h ^  ^  > 3^ ^

^?rraT ^iT^ I -1 î ?J(l’m ^  W*SFy ^
^ ^  ̂  i r f w  ^

r̂̂ rr?!f ^  ?rgR 3ff? t o
arf? qiW  ^ ^  ^  ^  =r 
fir fhri ^ f̂fT fsnr trr? ^
^iwiHir^^WJ * 1 ^  ^  f  I . 3T^  HTTrf

3rry amVkr ^ fhir, p̂t? fTT snr- 
^  ^ W  ̂ ^  ’3nrVNn‘

anrVM ^ t̂mr ptft d̂*?
anrte 3Tfr w ^  t̂tw i
•T̂  ■qî n t, ^

^ faFif̂  ^  ^  ^
?fr? anpTFT I i wŵ  t  ^  n̂iW 4

^  ^  it TW f  \ ^  ^ T f ^  f
^  ^  fir ir̂ T̂  r̂rd t  ^

f H  ^ ĝrm
»̂T̂  sfrr̂  1 ̂

r̂̂ lTT t  t  ^
 ̂ n̂Mw ^  1̂ , «nhr 

n̂t̂ r ^  5prNw ^ ^  1 f^ an̂itrt̂  
^ ^  ^ ^  \ 
«n TÔ  sqr̂ nrrf ^ r̂se ^  # i anr 
^  ^ w  ^  ^  ^ w  tivriV

^  qrar i^ ,

fTfihrr #, arh anir ^
f  ^ i W  ^  ^ ;;iT ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  

5f f , TO ^  ^  5 n r f^  anr̂ ^
rŵ  I JTT?̂ fir ^ ^  ^ ^  ^ ^
^  ^ d i  ^  ??P H v f  ^  f * T R ^  T U T  i(i?<^Ti 5f

flfpsT̂  r̂iW 5f wf, iV? r»r ?rwr  ̂
f  prefer ^ ?5r̂  îf
an̂  ̂ ^   ̂ ?rr*T̂ 7̂ ^ t  ^  ar̂ sr 1̂ 
arTrVNi fir *fĤ  ^  <nr̂  ^nrr
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[jjft
^  r̂arrr f ,  m?c|iViM
^  3PF̂  ^  *i«t *5
^  ^  t r * T ^  ^  I ^

^ ?  sTRrVkr gir̂ TT
^  V«̂ 41 tiTi ^  *n?ir ^  T̂W
^  ^  I

qiî ’WH fW  ^  ^  ̂  îpnr
^  w ,  fsra- ^  f j f  f̂ r?TT r̂f?
3R” 5ft TRT̂  )̂Trf ^  I <r??̂ H ĴTaT

^  ^ ̂  4 ihfm ̂
? IT ^  ^  g r i  ̂ P T ^  ^  7 ^  1^ I

^HPfRiT f  H  3Rn r*T ^
^  ^  SI ^  5*il̂

^  4><<ii I ^  ^nrvnrr ^

^  f  I

^  ^  ^  ^if|^ 1
n̂THnUT ^  ^  T̂RT ^FfT ^

^^“=1 ^  ÎTTT ^ ^
■3F  ̂ f^»i dl l̂i ^ ?h4 ^  «r>̂ ai
#  ^ ^  f  3[î  amV̂ FT ^ ^nv

^  ^  fN   ̂̂  4 ^
Wei'S! 1 T’ET’ ^  ^  î4*ii ^TT ^

^  ^  f I ?T  ̂^
^  3rnr 3RT? 3 n r ^  ^tittt ^
^ ? 5 T ^  ^  ?[f t e r  ? !7 ^  ^

airfV̂  ^  if ^  fTET
1̂T5 ^  T̂̂ITT ^ tfriN) ^

^  ^  ?nf irf ^
?FMr ynEFrris" ^ ^jttw ^  ^  ^  ^  r̂®̂ , 
^  vji?hH'^41<4 T<5r

?̂ T*f •qi?̂ ’'] 1
 ̂ ^ 3nw ^  3|’,r«̂c|>

w ^  ^  ^  3TRIT r r ^  f  t e r  ^  
^  T^ 3 n f^  ^TiTw ^  i v  w ^  
m v  Tt*TT I tM  fr?r^ ^  r̂*PfnrT

C; arra- ? |v ^ w n  ^  W f ^ T  §  

^  m̂\ r̂?TTT ^  ^
ĥ\M\ 4 ^  ^^hm 4

amVNpT 4 TP̂  ^  4  h n i  ^

r f ^  f!" in ^ , 4?r anRT f

^  ^  W ttt f  ^  ^  if  TT
^  =T ^  ?r-%^K
^   ̂£i ^  ^

^  flT 3Î i '̂3J|’ ^  T(i t;^
fr^r 7p} f , ^  rR ’ ^  jff

if  ?̂ HEft ^  ^ =T̂  3T^ ^ W   ̂ ^,f
^  ^  ^ I <vT?cn?
^  ^ ) W  f  rR ”

■̂ 1̂  ̂ ^  ^  3RW ^  ^nrfsir iV ^  
^ti<’ ^  HIPRTT ^T?IT ^3rr ^?^ui 

q;^ q iW  ^ T̂P̂ T̂  af)̂  ^
^  ?tI tnrurm c;

#  I 3HP ^  ^r?HT ^

^  ^^=rar ^FfTRT^ ^  wsfR =T ^  aff? 

3T^ ^  5HFW^ 5pr TR R

R̂FT # ^ frnj
^  ^  3ift ^  4 ^

^  ^  s?r^ ^  ^  ^  5*HH7
F r a r  ^  ^TTV r < * ^ i  ^ I H T  I ^

wf ^  ^ri^TT ^  amVNir arl^ êhet ^  iff 

^ f W ^  ?̂=T̂  q=̂  3T̂  ^ TIT
^ I ■*n«ir ^ 3FT  ̂ tiitii<ui r̂hn" ^^Nctt- 
4̂ <f«h 31 mi 'afl'ii ®̂ ??fhr T̂T?i ^  1 ?f^^nr
in r 4" ^  mi«i^ w  an ^rrar

f qro- fhrr # rrf ŝ̂ m
«r^5r iPiT^ fi" ŜTRTT ^  arf*? ^rn r̂rnr ?fW^ 

^  ^  aPT̂ t yr̂  4 ^  ^  v ^ i i
# 1  ^  ?r?^ #  an^ amVNn" arf? 

^r^r ^  aiH»TI ^  ^d an j^  

?<i#M <̂ H aif? anr*̂  i ; c *1 arf?

'd ̂ "̂ *1 ^ «lci ^  dW ®1(/ ^
7T0FTT tTT  ̂ ^  Mdlm

^  f  ^  wŵ  ?  ?si) r*T anr ? t W  ^
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^
3?Fr̂  ^Nr  ^  '55^ ^  3nwT

f  I 4 hnj
#  I 3RT? ^ ^  3rh

^  *TPT 3T^ "d r<i Cl cTT̂  ^
T̂RTT ^ ^  ^  ^  ̂

^  yinfTciT ^  ^
ti î^ni ^  ^  aift ^  IPCT? ^
W ’M̂I ^  ^  I  ^  5T^
î iTT I ^nrnriV *t̂
^  I ^  ^

^  ^  ^  arî
3fTT^ ^  ̂  ^3^ ¥*T  ̂ ^

 ̂ ^  ^ 3||̂  itf  ̂•I’+l T̂̂ TW ^
^  ^Trf ^  I ^bT  ̂ ^  ^  <w<iH

#  'Ni ^  ^  ^  ^̂ chrariq;5Ni 
3nr^ ^W^nr r̂ ^  3rî  ^
^  ^  ^  I F̂RTR ^  STT̂ W

^  Mm<?5 ^ ti<«?>l<
^  Vsn̂ in̂ fin 'cTST̂ rar ^  cPT P̂T̂ fR’
^RifT ^  I ^  ^iT r̂«t>i snwi^hr
¥wJeiHi* ^  HPT w^ snrft
^  TT^ <D<̂  i ̂ <1 3Tf*̂ f̂ RT
^  ^  ^  w ^  3 ^  ^
>dti<=w n̂r̂ f̂ T cb̂ <<i r̂a" ̂  ^zttct

^  ^  t̂ IRT ̂ iw 'IX'H 3rc5T
<H<mi ^  ^  I ^  ♦iM'i
^ ^  1 fR  i(l«tl ^ T̂T*T ^
1 ^  ^TT^ ^  jftfrT f ,  ^
4 r̂rm ̂  1 ‘

Ao ^0 (7 ^ )  ; vnrw ^
■JP̂ H’ 1=1̂ 3fr  ̂ 3TT̂ :̂ 7ra' ^  Ht-rtiq 
^  ^ ari*? ^  fcrgrrvfRT m
^  ^TTT̂  ^  ̂  JT̂ T?
an=̂  ^ f  ^  JRiT?

^  3RT?=f ^  ’pf ?T  ̂ ?; I
^  WRW fjTT fTR"
^  f  H  ^  t  Jhjr ^
^  |ir ?Tfl ^  ^ q>K«i f̂ n̂ t̂ TR"

m  ^  %h=nTT i f  ^  f  i

?̂H«4I ^  fTT ?2 r^  ^  ^  ^  f  *1  ̂
^  ^  f  \ ^  ^  itJRm ^  ^
^  4 ^  ^  ftn  ^

a r m ^ n r r iT  ? h ft  I j f "  ^  ^  ^  

w^TT I ^  trf t ,  ^  ^  wfm
^  ̂ ^̂ TPT ^  ^  3l<)̂ *'a) arf? 3i h /1'=M ^  ^TT
^  ?n? I ŵ  ^ iĉ r̂ d f  ^
^Hlhlty^+1 ^  3IWR ^  w m

^  ^  a n m ^ n r f  4  ^  w ^  ^
'*11^1 ' I 3TRVN>T ^TTI  ̂ r<3Cll4i ye\ ^ 

f W  ?^WMi #, r»r
^Fflf ^  1"*TRT R̂PT ^  7 ^  ^  I

fTT q<an ^  ^  ITR 50fT̂  ^
r*r f  r^  ^  f  I W^

t/tll ^  ^  ^ *il< aref^
î^«i «rr, *Ti^ ^  ^ y v r ,

^  ^ fi" i^  ̂ »t 
m  a r i W ?  ^  ^  T ^  f  I

^ ^  ^  aif^ a A  ^  ^ ^ 5
arf? I ^  ^ R iT ^  c; H ^

Ĥ d <R 4 T̂WrT i|*̂ I art*? ^

JTeTtft ^  ^  ?^^N 4  w^ ^  r W
JT̂ T̂R" hVI ^  *1 ^  <il*i^ < <al ^  I ^

fiĤ TRT 5T^
^  ^  ^  a n r ft  5 f ^
a p r ft  ^ifcW  ot<oi«̂  a R ^  3jTF^ ^  ^

«Hcl'] -̂ 1 «ic^ rft F̂TT F̂*T-
^ ? r a r  aif? s rtrf^ frc Ff ^

4  ^ ^
f  aif? ^ r r iW  a r r ^  #  1 

^  N sm r WT^ 4  ?er^ ^hm t, i 
a n ^  ^  a n r^  ? *n r  ^  ^
a n i^  jp^TR- T T ^  ^  3t^  ^
^Ngrr 1 >̂ •̂ 1 «i «t) 51 ajf^
Cjc-H ^  ^ \jiM< 5 ^1/  ^

? «!*(«  ^FTT ^  ^  3 ^  ^  a fft 3if j p f P
ĤTfT

2f>T?f ^  JT P f #  a r f ^ ^ » i F f
<72̂  aif? \d ^ 'J i 'i  ^  *RTtTH1
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?*nr
f  ^  f ,  Tfi'+i T̂FT

^  ^  I ^  anr ^  ri

aTm" f«Fcr4 ^  ^  ^

3nW^ ?5?irT 5T5 f  3if? ^
^  ^  #  I arra- ?f)T
^  ^  ^  T̂TRTT frrf^T^ ^  5T^
^  ^  ^ ^  ITFT f  ^  f

^  ^  ^  5T^ ^  I

^51 ^̂ TRT 5*ii/J 'HVq
^  ^ fyRnd ^  <i?d*iM 

'^5^1 ^  1 ^  ^  ^  I ^

ŷ T̂ nrr  ̂*11/1 ^  1̂  ?5p
4  3F^ T̂̂ nrtVi 7l| 3lf? ^  ?5R TTR^ 
^  f W  ^  f  fTT 3 T ^

I ^  fTTRT it W ?rr  f  ^TET^

<=?) < *̂ 4 T̂nV"
^  T̂Rf I ^  ^  ^*ii/ T̂fT xra’
f  I ^  ^  ^  ^fni^
^ ^  T?" ^  Tfhhra- r*TT?̂  TTTf̂

7^ 3lf? ^  fTTT# ^
r ,̂ ^  M?M?vnH < <3'i ^  'hi5*̂ T̂FT?r 

^  I ^  l^FT ^TT^ ^  «T^

3 T m W ^  ^  ^  I TT^W  ^  ^
^  ^ wrr ^  ^̂ 5nV"

^ T̂PTrf ^  <i <«IH ^  ̂  ^  ̂  ^?r
Tl^ ^  ^  ^  I  ̂H\<l ^I?T ^

^  ^ I TFW ^ T̂W 
<rreWi ^ ?TW f  I îhffT
^ w ^  ?HTfT f  3rft

^ r»TT?T inrer
if 1 ^  ^  *̂iiv* 3nr  ̂ I
^  ^  ^ W  ^  M̂ Î ET ?5T^ ^

^  ^frr^ i  fhrr f  1

T 5 ^  W  ^  r̂̂ frirr i ^  ^
r*r ^ ? T ^  ^ 3nrt 

^  ^T?rr I igTsg*i?*»̂  ^

^ )̂T7W W^ ^
flj f  I 3ThVN)T MI?^'WM ^  ^  f  
srf*? w^ 3TR^ ^  ĥrr Ĥ <̂ w4‘ i f
?^--^WH ^ JT5T^ ^  ^  ^  x  ̂ i
eTfr^ ^  I ^  HiTfTm ^  ^

^  r̂ T 3TF3T 5?»m, 3fî  T̂rVNh'
*̂ol ^  d«Ti 1̂1 r^ ^  sif? ^*ii/l ^ir

^  ^  jRfhrr
^  H  r*T ^ ^  ^  ^

1^ afTT 3PFf^ 4t?d ^  3TT H ‘

I ŵ  3nr/NiT 4  ^  ari^

g>Wrm ^ ^  r̂ r i  ^  ^ / h i  
irrspl mfeFRTH ^  w  I Tirf̂
arrsr a n w  ^ rrfr  ^  #  1 f W

? r k  t r f V ^  art̂  ^  i

?Tf ?ii f  1 ^  4"
^  arW>H ^FTT  ̂ ^ T flf ^fT?^ ^  ^  

c T !^  Ŵ ^  Ti f , ^  ^ w r  anf 

^nriT ^  armr 1 ^  ^>mi^nr-

?5f^ =T *}" sf
t ? 1 W  ^  f W  ^  Tii afh’ 

^  ^ «»ctitJ ^  r-q*̂ ) ^  j(ii?»̂
4 ^  moFT aiT^
^  f  aif? ^
fi" ari  ̂ ^  T«<J

^  ^  afh ^  w  ’T? ̂  ^  q^Vqr
^ ’T ^ q ? ^ 3 T T ? ^ ? a r f ? T O  ‘yr^nh*

4  T^ t
arf? ^  t^t f

^  ;wi1W ^  ^  I i f
^   ̂ ?if rsnrf 3tr n̂t?gr ^  ’̂ n' ^

T?T ^ ĉ ?«7)'i ^  \ 9 ^ \  ^  r^nA
^T5r  ̂ ^  ^  -jfrr

^  ansnTw ^of?it ^

arpT  ̂ ^TfT f ”?  anft f®R2 

3TTT '̂ -̂nci ^  f l̂lT ^  Til '̂ cf̂ JM
^  ^  îf ?̂M ^  ^
*TH  ̂ ^  'EI*̂  cJV«* *1 ?FT

^  ^5?RT aittpR^ q?
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^  if ^  ^  
^  t  I 3 0 ^  g? 4  HNjI ĉb ^  ^TTfT 
? i r  f  ^  n W  ^  3rrr

»ll ^
w ^  f ir  w  ^  ^  ^V?p #  f  sWIh 
i f  arft

!t li" ^  ^ n̂r^N)
M t  ^  ^  Ti  ̂ ^

^  T ^  ^icf^ 5̂  j f
^ *=»>5 Ml, ^tf m=m< ^  

peace ^  3rf? tW
^  U  i  JT^ ^  ^  ?rr^
?i| f  ? ^  th ^  #
rif ^  fTT JTTT ^  f  3lf? ?cr̂ r
^  ^PT̂  f  ^^f»H ^  r*n?̂
^=T5r^ ^  ^  ^  j f  ^  ^ n m  anfvir-
^  ^  r*r ^  ^  ift

^  r̂ TRT 3lf? ^  3̂ ^
^  ^  ^  ^  f^r ;̂ t1W
t  ^  4  V^xnti ^  I ??r  ̂ ^
^  ^TR  ̂^  ^ îf \ĵ q?
q ^  5TKT #  I ^  ^  fyW T) =T^

^  ^ iWpF ^  1 ;  I ? k  
'Sfl̂  irviFT ^  ^  J T ^  #  I

^  ^TR^?HiiT ^  ^  3? ^  3rf  ̂ ?Er̂  
3tN ^R"

W N n -  3rf  ̂ 3 jn m  ^  twt

MI?«=bWM i f  3 R V k r qifa- fiaiH' ^
^  afPT̂  5rsr^ srr tit #.
Q*tJ ?r^RT i f  3fFT^ 3nr^ ^  «i<|mi

5 T ^  f  3rf? ^  ^  ^

^<ei ^>T^ 3fFT^ ^  sri*? 3irr^T

^  ̂  i w n  ^T?W  «IT I 3rTT
3IH/i«f)l 3fPT  ̂ fy^rmi ?T TIT

# , anrVhn- m r^ fd iH ^  i r ^  55R  t i t  # , 
i f  ^  1;  3irr arrsr ^

^  f  ^  3TTT ^ 3 ^  ^
^riPT ^  3TTT H fi" 'aliri ^  3T?nTW ^  

^  ?*TWV?T7T f  ^

i f  3TTT ^  ^  STTtf I ',

^  ^  qTeR f̂rr  ̂ ^  ^
^  ^  fW  ^mr ^Tiff ^  I jpf?r,
%cfiTM, ir r e W  arP? nfarT ^  j f  j f

^  =̂ Tr?iT c; h ; w ^  ^
^fHV 5HRr T̂ f t  ^  ^  ;ftf?r ^  ^

^  i f  ^fT^T ?^?Hr 5T^ ^rnfT ff , 
I IR T  «r?r? fTETEf 31ft o?n^

W  ^  ^-31^ f\
1^ ^  R̂cTT ^
3TP [̂NnT ^  #  I m Vtl/? <3(h mw
^  IR ^  ^  ^  3 F ^

rw  ^TTW I irfarr ^  ^Frar ^

i^ iW  qi^ ^  arp^krT ^  
f, ^y«*l f i f  ^  anr^

i f  W 5 T  ^  ari  ̂ ^̂ r t w  htcct 

5 ^  JnTTT i f ^  î f̂iTTcr ^  ^  i f  ^  

^  ^  i f  i f  qrifg-: ?T fW  ^„J _.

# T M  ^  in^FT Ht 4  irfaiT

^  arNi^TRT anr ^

“Goa is an integral part of Portugal” .
i f  ^ 3 " ^  ^ d ls h ’ aprp g-H4>r 

^  ^  1^?r h r^ R T  ^  #  ^p
“Goa is an integral part of India” , 
arft ^3^^ h r iH T  itpt ^
^3fT 5̂̂ fT7M ^  IT^ f  ^

^  ^  ^  T̂Rnr ’̂ r̂rra-
^  ^arr i f  ^m iW  fh^r
* T i^ , arerrm- ^  ^ tert anf

^  fWcRTT I arf̂  ^  5 [ ^ W

HTT^ ^  a d W sq - 3nr f  | i d ^  i f
arq^ irtrrr iM  ^ t =tt ?ep an^

^  i f  w ? f  ^  'sJHni q? ?rr^ ^
4  a»rqmi< ^  Ti f  ^  ^  ;spR!T ^

an-^ldH ^  §7T aif? ^^1T^ Wt4
^  J T ^  wwt 4 

^  Ti f  ^  ^  ^ w  art w  #

^  »TT?ir ^ r r ^  ^  arr=^kR ^
^TWW 4 fcT^ aiT

^  ^  arm w ?TT #  I w ^  jTviR 3f^

^  ^  ^  5 W  #  ^  ^  ,

riTRT ^  ^  f  I
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0̂ ^0 ^

^ ^ ^  ¥*T̂ rar ^ ^
3PT 3IT  ̂ ^  ^
in q? ^  ^  ^  ̂
w ^  arf? ^  ^  F̂RTT 4 irf̂ r

r̂SFlTT ^
3nnr 3rft ^ W  ^  ~̂ i
r̂riN) ^  'al'ldl ^  ^
^  3(kWh Wi f ,  ^  

w ? r  3ift ^ w fm f ^  ?rfa(T,
^  r ^  ^  ^  3FT f ,

^ HT?ir 4" ^rfnf?ef^ ^  ^  \ ^  w r  
3!T ^ HTTrT T̂TWR ^  JHFT
^  w  ̂  ̂ T̂T̂
^ 3 R T  ^  TflTT f  I

3F?r i?̂  ^  JR=T qi ioRT  ̂3rh4̂
^  ^  srr*= r̂ ^ ^  f w r  «it 

?3p r ^  ^  r̂fpf̂  ^  ^
4  ^  f  ^  qi iTfr M W t
W ^
^ q? cm̂  f  ^  ^

iR)R r̂ra" ^
mm if ^  r ^  ^  
^ ^  R ^  ^  |WN 3rh

 ̂ 5TT?̂ ^  ?F?r
ctf̂ TR" qjRifh 3?i‘? JT-1«*>
TOW  ̂ JT̂  ^  5T̂
?ct^ <?> ̂ 1 ^  yw w  ^  ̂ «ii/ ^  JT̂ H
^  qr^ ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  f  ?tetW
3TT̂  vj *l«l)) ^^TFi ^  'd*̂ l
^  ^  ^  t,

3ift ?vaid*i ^
^  ^ TT̂  ^ ^  ^  ^*i/l̂ l 5RT
irrf̂ rRTT̂  ^  tjr-î t) r̂̂ FRTT ^
JR3T f  ^1 ArinTrFTFTT «5̂  
^  3TR- ^  ^  9[TT?r 3n^ f  
jf R M̂ id ^  ^  ^ ^  ^  f ,
H55? »ft ^ ^  ^

aFtrV^hr ?fthr *f «if^ ?r5 i|Rr
'i^'ii f  ^  '3**1/l^i ^  ÎT̂  ?rf  ̂ qrf̂ nRTFT 
^  T̂HTWT ik r  #  3rft iTS v̂^  ̂ ^  4  
^  3T7T? ?r^W M  3tÎ  a r ^ ^  ^
^  ^  w ^ ^  ^TTrfbr ^  f  ^
^  q M W g - ^  ^  f̂ficT ^  
^  ^  ?rw  3TOT^ f  Mf?«»4^M' 
^  ^  ^  ^  ^  
^kfT ^  ??! 5 *ii/J <*i\ 3|f?

3̂1T̂  <»T*Ĥl4i ?5̂ FT̂  wtA •̂
^  5̂T r«^  ^.4ff

3F?r n̂r r̂f ĉrqf 3nr  ̂ ^  ^  ^i u h  
^PT^ ^ 1  ^  ^  ^ flET

^ jfNn ^  ^ W r gf)ie^?H^f< (q^- 
Trf) ^  7l| f  TrT̂  ^  ŝr̂  ^
t̂ <?ijin t ̂ »ii  ̂*11 ^
^  W  ̂ T=T^ greRTsfi ?T ^  I 
3Tnr ^  ^  hpi?̂  ̂ ^
3TT̂
HHÎ  ̂ ^  ^  ^

^  ^ eHV̂ r ^
anr  ̂ ^  3if? tji *t?
^  3Tf^ 3HRf 5T^ ^ ?R T  -<4i t̂ii I

w f ^  ^  ^  gRTdi^^ 3nft ?ft
^ ŜRTTTOT 'iĴ lqui ^  3n^fT9T?T?

îfiW if «f̂
 ̂ T̂ll ^  ^ ^1

4\̂ <i< afWS) 'fV ĉf Tl^br T̂P̂" «lfT
arf*? R̂Rrfh \J*iqi ^  tr̂ Hl̂  fV̂ TT

^  ^  amrr f  1 q r ^
^  T̂F̂  «̂) ̂ J|| T̂̂ nPPRT •ii<î «i

^ ^  •D?ci ar^criT ^  *TT̂ ^
îr ^  ^  ^̂tHt «t»<'ii xiî qi ^ arfV

g>TFfh ^  ^  ?rrf q? ^  ^
^  ttti ^ ^  ^  iir^  ?CT ^

^)T?IT ^  I ^JRjfh 4  TT ^  4 ^
5̂ 1*111̂  "ill'll  ̂ îT̂ ntfh 5̂T

JT^ ^  rT̂  3r?nr*r ^
^  vrn fh  ̂  ttr- 5̂? ^  qWvs;
=T̂  ^  aift ^  W t
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^  ^  ^  an?ir j f  i W
^  fr^^PTR- 2PT iRT

^  ^  *55hNcii ^  ,
Shri Brajeshwar Prasad (G aya- 

East): At the outset, let me congratu
late the Prime Minister on the conclu
sion of the pact with China. The 
preamble, as he has said—and I agree 
with him—is far more important than 
the articles. I regard this pact as a 
non-aggression pact in embryo. The 
Prime Minister has said that if a simi
lar settlement can be arrived at in 
other parts of Asia, then the area of 
peace will be extended. I suggest that 
a similar pact should be concluded with 
Russia as well.

The Prime Minister has said that 
collective security is not possible un
less it is transformed into collective 
peace. May I venture to suggest that 
collective peace can be achieved only 
by changing the status quo? The cen
tral problem of the age is how to 
change the status quo without resort
ing to war. This can be done in Asia 
by our coming together with China 
and Russia. A mutual Defence Pact 
with China and Russia is the urgent 
need of the hour. For, let us try to 
understand that the root cause of war 
is the institution of the Nation State, 
the economic counterpart of which is 
the profit-seeking motive embodied in 
capitalism. The status quo cannot be 
maintained by any stratagem what
soever. One thing I have felt. The 
Prime Minister said that what we are 
witnessing today is a Dharm Yiidh, a 
war, a crusade between two powers. I 
do not think that Russia is a crusader, 
for, did, or did not our Prime Minister 
say, when he was in London last to 
attend the Commonwealth Premiers* 
Conference, that Russia stands for 
peace and that there is no external 
danger to India from communism? If 
this is true, how can we characterise 
that Russia is a crusader? I wait for 
an answer. Russia, as is very well 
known to the Prime Minister, has al
ways been on the defensive since the 
emergence of communism in 1917. A 
defensive Power is never a crusader. I 
admit that in the early days, the

doctrine of communism was s o m e t h i n g  
l i k e  a crusade. If Russia is a crusader, 
it is a crusader in theory only. 
America, on the other hand, is a 
crusader in action. The days of T>min 
and Trotsky, when people used to talk 
of world revolution, are over. I am 
doubtful in my own mind how far even 
America is a crusadeil for, according 
to my humble opirtioi^ there are cer
tain conditions which must be fulfilled 
before we can characterise any power 
as a crusader. A crusader stands for 
certain moral values in life. Has. 
America any moral values to uphold?
In the telling phrase of President 
Coolidge, the business of America is 
business. America is not a crusader.

• The Mussalmans and the Christians, 
in the days gone by, when they fought 
each other, believed that their doctrines 
and their doctrines alone were right. 
They were prepared to fight and shed 
their blood. They felt that their doctrines, 
were universal or were capable of 
universal applicability. They believed 
that the other’s creed— t̂he creed of the- 
rival—was all wrong. They believed 
that they had sufficient force at their 
disposal to vanquish the enemy. What 
about America? The wars in Indo
China and Korea have shown that they- 
have not got the resources to vanquish 
the rival, Russia. They believe in 
democracy. A denial of democracy in 
iShe Soviet Union—I do not know how 
far this is true—does not mean that 
the whole creed of communism is aU 
wrong. For, the goal of economic 
equality, the concept of a classless, 
society, cannot be said, by any im
partial mind, to be a doctrine which 
has got no truth in it. It is true that 
America says that it upholds demo
cracy. But if there are certain ele
ments of dictatorship in Russia, the ^
main responsibility for thfe continuance ^
and maintenance of those elements in 
the Soviet Union musyhe placed on 
the shoulders of Amef-ica for it is the 
fear of America which is foremo^ in 
the minds of ttife people in Russia.
1 P.M.

do not want war. This is what 
the wime Minister has said. I con- 
cup^with him. For war will not only
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upset our economic plans; war may 
destroy the whole world. No cause is 
worth fighting for by war. Peace at 
any price. I do not say that Russia 
^nd China are our permanent friends 
and allies. Unless an Asian State is 
■established ^id as long as power 
politics reins  ̂\d triumphs, we have to 
play the game of power politics. All 
Nation States are enemies of one an
other by virtue of the imperatives of 
power politics in a world of anarchy. 
-But this picture can be changed if we 
have some sort of political integration 
in Asia. America has established her 
hegemony over the new world. A simi
lar attempt on our part will not be 
fantastic. Twice America has prevent
ed the political integration of Europe. 
Germany tried twice to establish a 
unified Europe. America prevented it 
by war. If we do not want to have 

-war, we must foil the designs of the 
Americans in Asia and join nands 
with China and Russia. Why do I say 
that we must have a non-aggression 
pact and mutual defence treaty with 
Russia? We cannot ignore Russia. 
Russia is the strongest, the largest and 
the greatest power in Asia. America 
is an interloper in Asia. Russia, on 
the other hand, is an inhabitant of this 
part of the globe.

Let me make one point very clear 
and explicit. Let us try to understand 
the significance of what is going on 
in the Middle East. One by one, all 
the Nation States in the Middle East 
are falling victims to the Americans. 
The plan is to resurrect the Ottoman 
Empire with Washington as its capital. 
Turkey has got a symbolic value only. 
The Americans think that an opportune 
moment may arise when Central Asia, 
both Russian and Chinese, can be de
tached from tlie Soviet Union and a 
bigger Ottoman Impire will come into 
being, if such an Ottoman Empire 
comes into being, In^ia will stand to 
suffer most. The day  ̂ of Chengiz 
Khan and Timur Lame wiil-^come back 
once again. We were of th^ opinion 
that this threat of Pan-IslamisiT? was 
not a real one. We, on the other 
now see that something on these

is going on in the Middle East. It is 
true that without the help of an ex
ternal power the Middle East has not 
got any cohesive force. But that ex
ternal power has come into Asia. 
America is trying to integrate all the 
Nation States of the Middle East.

Let us try to understand this prob
lem. And, I am thinking loudly so that 
Members of this House may also follow 
me. I have got̂  no settled convictions. 
I believe that th»j purpose of real edu
cation is to unsettle all settled convic
tions. I feel that there are two possi
bilities—either the Americans will walk 
out of Asia or there wiU be a negotiat
ed settlement or a non-aggression pact 
between Russia and America. Where 
do we stand in this picture? If there is a 
negotiated settlement between America 
and Russia, India will automatically 
fall within the non-Russian sphere of 
influence. If the Middle East is inte
grated and becomes a strong power 
under American control, then we can̂ - 
not have any help from Russia, if the 
Middle East wages war against India 
We shall have no allies left. The ques
tion of Kashmir has not been solved 
upto this time, and probably there will 
not be any final solution to this ques
tion. If over this question Pakistan 
invades with the help of America, 
without which it cannot, and if there 
is a negotiated peace between Russia 
and America, where are you going to 
get your help from? I believe in the 
strategy of creating two fronts for
Pakistan—India from one side and 
Russia from the other in West Pakis
tan; India from one side and China 
from the other in East Bengal. I have 
said that there are two possibilities— 
either there will be a negotiated peace 
between America and Russia, or
America will unilaterally withdraw 
from this continent. If America uni
laterally withdraws from this conti
nent, the picture will be quite different. 
We have been sitting on the fence for 
too long. Our foreign policy is a 

positive one in that we stand for peace 
and for the maintenance of our free
dom. Such a foreign policy cannot be 
characterised by any negative term
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such as ‘non-involvement’. But which 
kind of foreign policy we ought to 
pursue if we keep this picture in our 
mind that there is a possibility of 
America unilaterally withdrawing from 
this continent? The picture is that 
the two allies, Russia and China, will 
carve out their spheres of influence in 
Asia, that is, Asia will be divided bet
ween Russia and China, It is signi 
ficant that in Berlin, the Russians 
made a proposal for the collective 
security of Europe. It is equally signi
ficant that in Geneva, China has pro
pounded a plan for the security of 
Asia. Possibly, there is some under
standing that Asia belongs to China 
and Europe belongs to Russia. If to
day we enter into some sort of alliance 
with the Chinese and the Russians, 
then our powerful position in this part 
of the globe will be secure. We shall 
be preventing the division of Asia 
between China and Russia. Our 
interests are not merely to safeguard 
our independence and the main
tenance of peace, but over 
and above that, we have got certain 
strategic interests outside the frontiers 
of this country. 'Aie division of Asia 
into Chinese and Russian spheres will 
be a calamity.

Shri Joachim Alva (Kanara): The
time is up and there are barely five 
minutes. I have a number of points 
and somehow or other I shall take the 
last point first and I hope you will 
extend the time on the next day. I 
would mention Acharya Kripalani’s 
speech first. In a sense he went into 
the sublime and then descended unto 
the ridiculous. When he spoke of the 
national, fundamental and unanimous 
policy for our country, I thought he 
rose right to the top. That is the only 
policy that has been followed in this 
country for the last seven years. The 
fundamentals of this policy had been 
laid down by our Prime Minister ac
cording to our best traditions and ac
cording to what we really possess. We 
possess no arms, no great Navy or 
Air Force . We are only acting on the 
moral forces and we cannot wage a 
conflict with our nearest neighbour. 
China. I have constantly pointed out

on the floor of this House that We can
not afford to have a quarrel with China 
and that historic conflict between 
China and Japan cannot be repeated 
in this sub-continent. The day that 
is repeated will denote the down fall 
of the East. We ourselves will be 
enmeshed in a kind of international 
strife. We drove away the British 
with all the force at our command 
under Mahatma Gandhi’s able guid
ance and our freedom should not be 
frittered away by any strife with 
China. We shall find ourselves in a 
mess from which for hundreds of 
years we shall not be able to extricate 
ourselves. Let not our friends lend 
their ears to foreign propaganda. This, 
is my humble warning to my hon. 
friend, Acharya Kripalani. When the 
Kuomintang representatives came for 
the Asian Conference, they declared . 
that they would not enter the vandal 
until the mark therein which showed 
that Tibet belonged neither to China' 
nor to any other country was removed. 
Tibet belongs to China. What was 
good for the discredited Kuomintang is 
considered not good for Red China 
which is today a force to be counted 
with in the histoiy of the world. Old 
China was ruined by the Jingoism of' 
the Powers of the West, who planted 
opium and all sort of dangerous drugs, 
with the ultimate object of ruining the 
peoples of China. Two engineers of 
our country were sent only last week 
to study the huge dam and works, 
there. My friends who were staying in 
a hotel said that within 20 to 30 days 
they saw a building with tliree floors 
completed and here in Delhi we have 
stills not been able to clear up the 
streets of Daryaganj.

I warn my friends not to be led* 
away by propaganda. We can never 
afford to have that historic Japanese- 
Chinese. conflict repeated here. The> 
great 4nd fundamental aim of Sun- 
YatTSen who was the first great 
modem leader of China was the 
establishment of fundamental unity 
between China and Japan. We sent 
out a three-women Parliamentary team 
to Japan and the first thing we asked-r- 
Ammu Swaminadhan is here to testify^
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to this— ĥow did China and Japan get
along? They said that there was a 
.great yearning in Japan for friendship 
with China and that they wanted to 
build up trade and friendship between 
the two countries. This was deprived 
by American intervention (fnierrup- 
tions). When we refused to sign the 
San Francisco treaty, in their heart 

-of hearts the Japanese were happy; 
they did not give any publicity. They 
cannot shout and say that they were 
indebted to India but in their hearts 
of hearts they felt that here was a 
power in the East who sympathised 
with them in their plight. Though they 
set to conquer India in 1942, India did 
not remember that any longer. India
refused to sign a treaty to make Japan
a vassal of America. Some of the 
women who come from America ask 
the Japanese: “Why not have birth
control?” They claim that they have
reformed the Japanese. How? They 
had killed the Japanese spirit and the 
great Japanese nation had come under 
their sway. Today, Tokyo is a city 
wherein Western customs have destroy
ed the original culture of Japan. We 
{must somehow or other look at these

things in that backgroimd. ,When
Acharya Kripsilani was advocating his 
policy, was he advocating the policy
of the Sociahst Party? The present 
policy has been followed and it has 
a thumping majority; with the backing 
of millions of our people and peoples 
in England, America and other 
countries, appreciate it. One Australian 
journalist said; “Our foreign policy is 
that we are a vassal of America, and 
we take our hats off to your Prime 
Minister for his efforts in establishing 
non-violence and peace in the world.”
I was therefore sad when Acharya
Kripalani spoke in those terms. He is 
a worn and tired man. But the 
theories cannot be worn and old.

Mr. Clu înnaii: The hon. Member can 
continue the next day. This debate 
will continue till 9-15 A.M. on the 18th 
when the hon. the Prime Minister wiU 
reply.

The House stands adjourned till 8-lS
A.M. on the 18th.

The Lok Sabha then adjourned till a 
Quarter Past Eicgit of the Clock on
Tuesday, the IBth May, 1954.




